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IF BUSINESS IS DULL
START AN ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN

EEsERVE ADVOCATE
THE FEDERAL LAND BANK
Wichita, Kansas.

Christmas
Violels

Deo. 7, 1922.

By mary

Graham
Bonner

Left-Ove-

Mr. L. A. Jessen,
Secretary-Treasure-

Reserve,

NUMBER 35.

RESERVE, CATRON COUNTY, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, DECEMBER, 23, 1922

TWO DOLLARS A YEAR

VOLUME II.

r

Doll

r,

By Christopher G.

New Mexico.

Hazard

originated" apparentfy in blunders or
possibly among the Dutch, of the name
St. Nicholas, a saint noted for hla
love of children and his boundless
charity. His "day" was perhaps De
cember 8, originally, but since the dis
placement of Old Father Christmas,
of the
the British representation
Christmas spirit, he Is celebrated al
most universally as the Christmas

PEACOCK PIE FOR CHRISTMAS

-

MOGOLLON

t
Plumed Bird Formerly
the Principal Delicacies at
Feasts.

Qally

OneYule-tid- e

SMILE AND THE
WORLD SMILES WITH YOU
NO NEED OF WEEPING

of

Mrs. E, D. Mcintosh and daughter,
Ernestine, have returned from a visit
of a month in Las Cruses and El Paso,

if planted in the fall should be heeled
up with dirt to protect them during
the winter. About four to six weeks
before growth starts in the spring In
the warmer southern parts of the
State, the dirt should be removed from
around the plants.
If trees are purchased before time
for transplanting they may be heeled
in. This is a simple operation and
consists in digging a trench, of an
angle of 46 degrees and deep enough
to bury the roots and about a foot or
two of stem,
Since the trees are
heeled in at an angle there is some
danger of air spaces being left between the roots and the lower wall of
the trench.
Therefore, always see
that there are no air spaces left, ana
always water the trees immediately
after they are heeled in. Never plant
a tree, shrub or vine without pruning
it back. The amount of pruning depends on the size and kind of specimen. Fabian Garcia.

UICKEN pie, beefsteak pie,
(IS, 1022, Weitera Newspaper Union.)
Dear Sir;
and puntpkln pie, not for"tJAROLD bad been told by hla
the
submitted
Mrs. Harry Booth entertained with
The applications
by
was the leftover doll
XX7HAT
getting
apple pie and cheese,
mother that big cities were full charter members of your association
a
saint
Institudelightful dinner lust Saturday eve
American
as
on
the
she
about
great
hung
thinking
of designing women. Harold did not were
tion all of these have a ning. Her table was beautifully dec
recently assigned to an expert the topmost twig of the Christmas
know whether his mother wag right enced
familiar ring to our ears, but who orated with holly, juniper berries and
appraiser for investigation and tree all alone? Perhaps about all the
or not. But he did know that In his
of us has ever tasted the famous red candles. Her guests were Dr. and
This appraiser on the same other gifts that had been taken off
report.
The Wonderful
city boarding house there was one of
hands
the
to
and
dainty of dainties, peacock Mrs. E. M. Parham, Mr. and Mrs. S. J
English
boya
in
loving
given
by
the
made
territory
appraisals
the dearest little glrlg who had ever trip
Yet at one time, this was a
was
she
and
pie?
girls.
Maybe
wondering
of
and
made
south
Kidder, Mrs. W. F. James, Miss Cales
you
investigations
llycd.
favorite Christmas dish which was ta
whether there would be a Christmas
features
the
James, and Mr. E. D. Mcintosh.
illigation
regarding
Harold was not selfish. He was far
tree every winter, bearing such nice
brought In with a great deal of cerefrom being a miser. His Idea of a connection with a number of your ap fruit In Buch a strange season, If there
mony by the lady, most distinguished
By Christopher G. Hazard
Preparations are being made
miser was a chap he had known In his plications. From the investigations bad not been such a great gift from
In all the company for beauty and high
home town. He had never spent any made and reports submitted to us by Ood as come on Jesus' birthday. More
((, 1822, Western Nawspaper Union.)
position. Many times this dish was move the Post Office from its present
money which he could possibly avoid others, loans could not be made on an than all, however, she must have been TT STOOD In the corner of a rather
garnished with the head and tall of location in J. P. Holland's Store
the peacock In such a way as to ap- another building which is being re
spenclUiaHe always ate with his irrigation valuation basis.
asking herself why she waa left over,
needy room. It was festooned with
pear that the bird was alive. Knights modeled for the purpose. II. L. Kelly,
,.ald for a meal. He
was made as why nobody wanted her, why the strings of popcorn and cables of cranarely
Further
investigation
V
ut of cigarettes and so to
name that was pinned on her dress berries. Wisps of tissue paper and made vows over It to break spear In Postmaster, thinks the building will
production and rainfall In your dis
was
nds' cigarettes.
not been called.
had
tinsel ornaments were out upon the defense of beauty and distress. It
of
be ready for occupation about the
record
is
it
the
and
trict
regretted
Y
this ceremony which gave rise to the
a good living and rainfall as furnished us does not
She was as good a doll as ever was branches, and small candles stood
first of the year. He will also move
cock
and
once
oath
pie."
"by
popular
;o talk of his poverty.
made. Her eyes would open and shut, ready to Illuminate the occasion. There
justify making loans in your district,
the use of the peacock the telephone office, of which he 1b
Probably
she always had a were many Invisible things upon the
ad been accused of worshiping
on
land
valuations,
arose
a
from manager, and the Mogollon Lumber
Christmas dish
grazing
except
pie as
smile upon her tree, too. The Imaginations of the
y and he had replied : "Not a bit
old belief that the flesh of the pea Company office, of which he is owner,
the
The applications submitted by your
GLENWOOD
as
as
cheeks
their
face, her
children had been
I have
busy
of It.
cock Is Incorruptible which of course to the same building.
association cover tracts of land rang
were rosy, she dreams.
Family resources may be would make It a symbol of Immortal
great respect for
400 acres. These tracts
did not have a limited, but there are no bounds in the
That Is ing from 60 to
money.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Sampson, and
ity and new life.
Times seem to be getting better in
are of insufficient size to be consider
pug nose, and realms of Santa Onus and hope. In
the difference.
To the people of today the peacock daughters Marjorie and Virginia, and
her dress was the magical Christmas time the clouds
this part of the country since the big
Harold despised ed on the basis of grazing valuations.
Is a symbol of vnnlty.
Miss Ola Rhea were the guests of Dr, road gang is really here and throwing
beautiful. When of poverty are all as gilded and beau
that kind of a In view of this it appears that the ap
her
on
and Mrs. E. M. Parham for dinner dirt. They are camped at present at
can
sunset
furnish.
as
they
tiful
And
put
Any.
any
be
could
not
person.
yet, plications
approved.
the tree she thing may happen then. Cinderella la
Thursday night.
perhaps, wouldn't
Buckhorn in Grant County and are to
When these applications were as
MYTHS OF CHRISTMAS SEASON
the "dearest lit
thought her name as hopeful as her more favored sis
in
work both ways to the lines bo we
to
he
the
fully
appraiser
be
would
the ters : not an urchin but has an expect
Mr. Richard Bosustow has returned understand and we hear that the For
tie girl" think he signed to make a
tended
inspection
personal
one.
8ome
of
So
of
first
Christmas
tree
Among
ant
Tanner
Franc
the
was mean? Be
very
Peasantry
eye.
from an extended stay in Long Beach est Service is to
as security
begin work at the line
It Belief That Bread Remains
She could hardly
was as beautiful as a picture and as
had never given of all of the lands offered
and Bakersfield, California.
time
and
a
work the road to
in
to
determine
short
in
order
difinetely
hear
Ten
Fresh
wait
be,
to
could
Years.
It, full of presents as a picture
her anything and
side of the county by way of
and
she wonho had lived at whether or Tiot loans could be made,
But however pictured by fancy and
Mr. Richard Llpsey has recently the other
EGENDS and myths without
If they
dered
the county seat This is surely good
the boarding He proceeded to Reserve via Magdale
made of good wishes, the presents were
new model Buick touring
number have become asso- purchased a
would never get all Invisible.
news to the people of this vicinity.
No one could see what
house for six na and drove across as far as Datil,
ciated with the celebration car.
months now. Did intending to reach Reserve. However,
through singing was In the heads of the dreamers and
Quite a few of our young men and
of Christmas. Among some
she think he was upon his arrival at Datil the ground carols. Now It waa all over and the hearts of the anxious but needy
to enlist with
During the month of November, the older ones are expecting
of the peasantry of France
mean? That was was covered with some
wasn't wanted at all, not by providers. For weeks the mill had
the first of
workers
about
the
road
In
eight or ten she
Oaks
had
treated
the
Company
is a strong belief that loaves of bread
what bothered inches of snow and it was still snow anybody, not even by Sally Wiggins, been closed, and now the family pock- baked
at Christmas will remain fresh Mogollon Mines Company mill 190 the year or as soon as they get lined
him.
had no doll nqf even one. She etbook was about empty. Father Tan
She had
who
told him of a person she had known ing. He was informed that the same wasn't wanted I Oh, it was too bad, ner looked at the tree, could not see for ten years. It is also believed by tons of ore carrying a total gross of up and ready for additional help.
some of the simple folk that during $3,186.00 in gold and silver, or an
whom she considered a miser, and she condition prevailed at Reserve. In and her eyes tried to wink out two
a gift on it, and shook his head. MothThe weather still continues cloudy
hiid, ,told him of a Joke upon this view of the amount of snow on the tears.
er Tanner was Inclined to make the tne wnoie of the Christmas holidays a average of $16.76 per ton.
portion of bread should be left on the
with light showers occasionally and
"miser." - For he had bargained with a ground he could not possibly make an
So they nut her in the basket with best of It
table day and night because the Holy
little shop dealer and had obtained an Inspection of the lands and, therefore, the other unwanted things, and there
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Coates Jr., and light snow in the mountains.
Yes, the tree was one of the family
may come to share It. For baby daughter, Mary, left Thursday
article marked a dollar for fifty cents, abandoned the trip. Further investithe minister found her the next Sun It had been the tree of last year's Mother
some
reason
to
bo
not
and then had walked down the street
explained, there
Christmas and the tree of the year beday. She was lying there fast asleep,
could probably not be made
Clive HlgglnB has Just returned
a superstition among some French for Philadelphia which was Mrs.
a little farther on and had seen the gation
with a little carpet sweeper near her, fore that. It was a tree that kept Its Is
Coates home before her marriage from El Paso where he has been for
are more fa
conditions
weather
until
peasant wives that no bread must be
same article In another window for
of candy close by, and a evergreen hublt and that did not seem
a
box
and
1923 and in
baked between Christmas day and the They will probably make their home the past week being treated for rheutwenty-fivcents. And finally he hod vorable In the spring of
looking glass by her side. At her feet to grow old. It was like a living tree,
there.
view of this and in Justice to the ap
matism. He Is reported to be very
seen It In a
store for a dime
there was a spruce cone that had made to bring forth Its fruit every Feast of the Circumcision, because an
Infraction of this rule will bring dis
o
much improved in health.
well, he had almost considered life plicants we are at this time canceling fallen off of the tree, and the bit of year. It bad been so good to them that
aster on the household.
TRANSPLANTING TREES
useless, while everyone else had re- the applications and enclose our check paper that had told who she waa they had named It Bounty. And now
There Is a peasant belief of
The teachers of our various schools
It stood there In the dark, all dressed
joiced that it had been a good one on for $140.00 as refund in full of the fees meant for, but her eyes were shut
standing that !f the cattle on the farm
Trees, shrubs, and perennial vines are preparing their various programs
the "miser."
advanced.
The fees submitted with she had retired from the world, no up, but with nothing but blossoms,
be given drink Immediately after the can be
transplanted any time during for Christmas and are expecting to
without any fruit. It could see the
One of the reasons that made him the applications have been earned in one wanted her.
midnight mass of Christmas their the dormant period, that is,
There she was still when the minfeel that she thought, perhaps, he was part.
during the enjoy their ten days vacation with
hurrying children running to their health will continue
good
throughout fall, winter and spring. In some sec home folks.
next morning disappointment
room
It could
mean was because she knew others
Should these applicants desire that ister came Into the now the
the
Another
belief
is
year.
that
seed
If
her eyes
who were generous. Or, at least, one further
Sunday morning. But
of wheat be wrapped in a tablecloth Hons fall planting seems to be pre
investigation be made when were
wide open, only sfee wasn't lookother.
which has been used for Christmas ferred to spring planting, particularly
There was a Mexican killed In Mog
weather conditions are favorable in
In the basket. She
Every Saturday she had received the spring of 1923 the matter can be ing at the presents
dinner, a profitable harvest will be on well drained soils in moist climates, ollon recently but we have been unsun
and
but
turned
was
away,
awake,
flowers. She had tnken a card out of
Insured. Another strange belief Is that Hardy trees and shrubs which have able to learn his name. He was shot
trying to squeeze out some tears be
the box as they had sat at the board- given further consideration.
a cold bath taken on Christmus day been
over.
And
properly seasoned and matured by the officer while resisting arrest
was
left
she
cause
every
will protect the bather against fevers
ing house table at breakfast. The
she
took
her
may be planted early in the fall in the for "shooting up" the town.
up
minister
the
time
r om'ier boarders teased her about her
and toothache throughout the year.
North and East with success. This,
would shut her eyes and go to sleep
admirer and she seemed to enjoy It.
Geo York and family were very
he held her up pretty
unless
again,
however, Is not the general practice
could
he
felt
and
uncomfortable
Only
she seemed to be
then
and
callers at the home of Ed.
straight,
even
the
pleasant
and
throughout
Southwest,
say nothing.
hear their cries of surprise and LEGEND OF THE MISTLETOE
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Lusk have moved
sad, and to be dreaming about being
in the North and East, if conditions Hudson one evening this week.
And Helen, whom he called to himmore needy of
Sam,
Silly
chagrin.
awake.
on the Tul
left over, even while she was
are not favorable, sometimes fall
self the dearest little girl, had been up to the Wheeler ranch
amusement than the others, would look
She wasn't awake even on chil
aroso.
Jasper Ratllff, of Reserve, passed
In vain for his expected
Sue Yuletlde Bough Was Responsible for planting is considered a hazardous
receiving these flowers for quite a
until little baby Mower
Death
dren's
of
Son
of
day
Balder,
Odin,
the city on his way to Hurley
would miss the two dress patterns for
few weeks now.
through
no
available
practice. While there are
to be baptized,
an Old Story.
We are glad to announce that Mr, came In to get ready
to work for a while.
her new hat and high
Finally he could stand It no longer.
of systematic
data
the
as he held her up she her big doll,
results
soon
showing
but
(is
for her little doll; Bill Tanner
His mother needn't tell him anything and Mrs. J. G. Koogler are to remain
her eyes, and when she saw chair
73 HB mistletoe bough, ac-- and extensive investigations on fall Mr. and Mrs. Geo. York made a trip
his skates; Dick would
would not
more about the city's designing wom- in Reserve. It was reported that Mr. opened
what a pleasant little boy he waa she still need aget
cording to an old Scandi and spring planting in climates like to
was anything but
It
sled.
en. He was not going to lose the Koogler was to be transferred and looked
Silver City the first part of last
and hopeful agnln.
pleasant
navian legend, was respon- that of the Southwest, the best prac
tree.
a
If
there was yet a Reserve regretted very much losing Then he
merry
dearest little girl,
her down, and she went
week to have the plaster parts cast reput
for
sible
of
the
deuth
to
seems
of
tice
be
that
was
had
It
tree.
But
plant
a wonderful
It
spring
chance, because of his mother's warn- such progressive people.
to sleep and slept until Christmas
moved from the arm of their five year
Balder, the son of Odin, ing.
a power of making Itself felt all over
ings to keep to himself.
came again I
son who had been so unfortunate
old
and
the
God
of
and
Eloquence
summon
Poetry.
a neighborhood. It could
San
Trees, shrubs ana vines are con as to
And, besides, Christmas was coming,
Dr. and Mrs. L. A. Jesson expect to
With a new Christmas there she was
have his arm fractured a short
Having Informed his mother, Frlga,
off
from
and Christmas was a time of year move into their new bungalow in a upon a tree once more, ana they ta Claus by a kind of wireless message
moisture
their
that a dream had warned him of his stantly giving
time ago.
walls and every
went
that
through
when everyone felt happy. He was go- short time.
were singing carols again and getting
through
evaporation and
Imminent death she Invoked all the tissues
o
thing. It reached as far as the folks
ing to make a tremendous fight to be
ready to call off the names. This time who
powers of arth fire, air, earth and transportation during summer and
eve
a
were
Christmas
I
having
happy
she was sure that somebody would
be
must
winter.
This
moisture
water
sup
Mrs. Frank Buster has been confin
all animals and
And he .sent her violets, beautiful
want her, for she had been patient a party two blocks away and made them plants) (including
to come to his rescue. In the plied to'the top of the plant from the
ed to her room for the last week be
LUNA
Mr. Folsom's mill boss and
del
ptfrplif violets, with a pink rose
whole year, and she hadn't made any think of
cause of illness, but Is improving rap
Mrs. Folsom's laundry woman. They combats of the gods, therefore, he soil through the roots. In dry cli
In the center.
,
fuss even though she had felt so sor
mates like that of New Mexico the
had been
for some new fun found himself uninjured.
Never had he seen her so happy as idly at this date.
ry. Besides, this was the very best for their wishing
It is very dull here now. The road
But Lonke, his deadly enemy, was amount of moisture given off by
party that day and now It
tree
they had ever had, and so many came
she was over his violets. How differcrew have gone down on the Alma
determined to discover the secret of
Into their heads to go over and
J. G. Scott was obliged to be bad come to see It. It was full of
Mr.
plants is greater than in humid or road
ently she acted about his than about
and all our town boys except two
be Santa for the Tanners. So the tree his Invulnerability, and by Judiciously
rainy climates; and the more wind the or
the others. And then he asked her If absent from business for a few days gifts not like the little tree that the drew a
the
und
comfluttering
but
three have gone along and there is
Frlga,
silent
praising
busy
very
very
is
on
of
In
but
account
a
illness
week
corner
house
last
saw
of
the
minister
the
a
walk
So
him.
would
with
she
take
evaporation. When the
progess of her son, obtain
from her greater
pany to the Tanners' back door.
very little excitement since they left.
parlor the mother said, "It's most all
far, they, had had all their talks In the back on the job again now.
the renson. But, she foolishly told him, tree or shrub is removed for transdirections
As
had
the
left
children
a
there
and
It's
but
tree"
tree
paper,
It
boarding house.
small
has
a
was
there
feeble
one
shoot
she
planting
little
comparatively
Martin Is visiting her sons
and everything, and an for Santa on the table It was easy to
J. S. Mactavish and son Ian, of were
"I wonder," he said, "if you'd think
had not thought It necessary to In- amount of roots, and since it is plant onGranny
find out what the tree was expected to
the Blue this week.
were Reserve visitors Indian tomahawk to go with a boy's
it was awfully sudden If I made a lit Magdalena
voke
the
mistletoe.
ed out wliile dormant the new roots
warwhoop, and some fringed pants to do, so, presently, It did it There was
tle suggestion? I
The treucherous Loake Immediately do not begin to
Monday.
grow until the weather
be put on with them, and a picture more, too, than orders for the wanted
Morris Bloom of Reserve Is still
was thinking how
procured a branch of the mistletoe, conditions become favorable in the
of a little girl In red, under a big things; the merrymakers had brought
making quite regular visits. There's
J. I. Davis of Spur Lake is in
nice a ring would
and
the
of
reaentering
pregods
assembly
to
with
tliem
any
satisfy
enough
The longer the transplantea some
umbrella, In a snowstorm, and "Ain't
look on that left
sented an arrow made
It to blind spring.
thing over around the Qrunters- painting the Jesson bungalow
this a nice snowy day?" written under sonable tree ; there were picture books, Heda, with the words from
tree is in the ground before it makes
hand of yours
beschool that attracts his atten
Is
"Balder
this week.
burgh
the picture, and lots of things, and
as a Christmas
fore thee. Shoot I" He shot and Balder proper connection with the soil tion.
so
doll,
looHng
the
friendly
present and an
fell, pierced and slain.
through the development of new roots
Mr. and Mrs. Claude J. Clark anand nice nicer than ever.
And countless thousands have since to supply the necessary amount of
engagement presnounce the arrival of a baby girl on
call
to
Bally Hulsey and Uncle Abe are
names,
the
began
Well,
they
been "slain" and will be slain for ages moisture to the top for evaporation
ent, If I may be
Dec. 10th.
and almost the first thing somebody
hauling grain from Alpine this week.
ho bold, and If
to come with "darts" from the "mistle- and
transportation the more danger
took down the
toe bough."
you've not already
FOR SALE. Pure bred Rhode Isthere is of injury. If the top of the
The freighters for Adair Mere. Co.,
r
doll and
promised yourself
ood
land Red cockrells. 10 months
tree is not getting the proper supply Just came In, They had a pretty
SB0S3fc "
gave her to Polly
to the other felgiving pleasure and" relief! ihey'safT of moisture either because of the lack muddy trip and made very Blow time.
strain, rich In color, price $5 Rankin I
low? Or, maybe
Polly
they knew that Santa Claus had to live of roots or moisture In the soil, it is
each postpaid t5 any point in Catron Is Just the dearyou could learn
a
scissors
picture puzzles, games,
North so that he could cool off after
up
est child I know.
Melvln Swapp and Floyd Brown
or Socorro Counties. Address P. O
to Ilka me better."
quite likely to be stunted or injured.
grinder that could make the sparks his warm Interest In the
happiness of Therefore, under such conditions the Just returned from helping move the
It was Polly who
"What other
Box 300 Reserve N. M.
fly, a train of cars that could go, a doll
others. They addressed him In verses
had said that she
fellow?" Helen
road camp to Alma.
that could say "mama," and candy
must have made him jollier than Idea should be to reduce the period
wished she had
asked.
to go 'round. For Father and that
enough
of
time
and
the
between
transplanting
Nut Bread.
ever, calling him;
a doll to pet and
"The one who
Mother Tanner there was a pocketbook
Vergil Bruce who has been visiting
the time when the roots begin to deOne egg, 1 cupful sugar, 8 cupfuls bring up right
has been sending
with gold in it, and a note of good
in Texas the past few months has reMAN
MAGIC
THE
as
S teaspoonfuls baking
This
as
can
much
possible.
am
velop
aure
that
flour,
powder,
flowers
all
along."
you
cheer that was better than the gold.
home and is carrying the mall
There Is a man who lives up north
1 large cupful nuts, a little salt.
be done to a large degree by spring turned
Polly will do It.
All clad In robes and furs,
"Oh," Helen said, "I'll have to tell
So the wonderful tree spent the rest
between Spur Lake and Luna.
mix
stand
to
water
;
let
Use
will
matte
She
enough
And every year ho sallies forth
planting. On the other hand one
of the night In trembling Joy. It could
you the truth. I sent them to myself. 20
one hour.
As love his going spurs.
doll
minutes: bake
the
should not wait until the buds begin
You were so shy, you seemed to like
not sleep for thinking of the friendly
We are surely having an open warm
feel very much
to start growth. It la better to transme and yet couldn't go about telling
love that had provided such a happy
cold
winter's
He
the
sTTe
winter so far all the storms are rain
mitigates
could"
for
truthfully" say?"
you,
wanted. She will
me or asking me out, and I thought
to
come.
And
when
the first
That otherwise would freeze,
morning
plant before the plants start growing. or warm snows.
But neither of them thought of the teach her to be always cheerful. She of
And keeps himself from gTowlna old
the morning light brought all the
maybe I'd make you curious or Jealous
Some species start growing earlier
future
ahead.
of
the
trees.
find
her
and
Christmas
even
will
only
glorious
past,
obedient,
By
very
tending
or something."
Tanners downstairs the tree fairly
than others, such as roses, apricots,
Owen Reynolds left
to meet
she
and
on
nicer
will
than
be
more
wore
she
violets
Helen
And
looks,
me
all
shook with pleasure, amid the wonder
"And you've cared for
along
The children for his coming wait,
Japanese
plums and peaches.
his sister, Hazel, who is coming home
to
I
kind
the
lefther.
stone
when
a
that
a
with
and
hope
Christmas
ring
and the glee of that Christmas day.
day
as I have for you?" he queried.
no the old folks, too:
bo
If any fall planting Is done, b sure to spend the holidays.
over doll is grown up she will be Juat
As for the servants of Santa Claus,
And then he told her which sparkled so beautifully. And
Unhapplnese goea out the gate
She nodded.
the soil Is kept moist during the winlike Polly
comes to you.
had dinner by themselves a real
When
Santa
a
never
they
such
had
had
had
been
hla
he
they
merry
given by
the warnings
Chas. R. Stewart and A O. Reyn
ter and spring, as this will tend to
Christmas dinner, for It was not only
Christmas before. , Their hearts were
mother.
And their own presents never seemed mitigate any winter Injury that might olds are busy baling hay every min
It was their wedding
Christmas
Claus."
"Santa
did
so
mind
warm
not
the
day
that
the;
"I don't know out what's she's
tool
occur. Small shrubs and grape vines J ute that the weather will permit
i'Santa Claus" lg a corruption which frost They sang over.the pleasure of 10 large Bnd good befor
rjfihtjl Helen said. "I made designs day,
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WIRE IS STRETCHED TIGHTLY
desk, and wrote a reply, changing the
wording several times, and Anally mak
ing a clean copy. The answer reud

ADVENTURE CALLS
"So alad to learn vou coulc
Juaae, sne sma, tne
least perceptible hesitancy in
....
er voice.
i ii rim iHQ lu fit ient Judge Cable of the Su
o$ out,

"p.

ureme Court;
my fiance

c-

Captain

West,

Surprising to Captain West?
Well, rather, Inasmuch as It was
the first he had heard of It. A
young engineer, he had returned
from the war with his thirst for
adventure still strong. Answering an advertisement for a young
man willing to engage In a service of danger he la employed by
a handsome young woman, Natalie Coolidge, who takes him to
a dinner party and announces
her engagement. And thereafter
thrills follow fast. It appears
that Natalie fears an uncle Is
plotting to secure her property.
Anyway, this uncle Is murdered
in a day or two
which adds to
the mysteries which quickly accumulate. And not the least
mysterious

Is

the behavior

of

the

heroine, who seems to have a
dual personality.
It's not necessary to go farther
with the plot. For this is one of
Randall Parrlsh's action stories
action, action, action! That's
all that need be said. His first
novel was published in 1904 and
he's been writing two a year
ever since. And they sell as fast
as he can write them. The author was born in 1858 In Illinois,
and practiced law in Wichita,
Then he prosKan., 1879-83- .
pected for two years In Arizona
and New Mexico. Later he got
Into the newspaper business in
Denver, Omaha, Chicago and
other cities. Then he found himself as a writer of stirring tales.
CHAPTER

I

The Lady in the Limousine.
West, btlll nit red In ktniki uniform.
hut wearing the red chevron of licuioralilo discharge cm Ills left sleeve,
fat in the club writing room, Ii it feet
comfortably elevated, endeavoring to
xtrai't some entertainment from the
The news was not
evening paper.
particularly Interesting, however, and
finally, obsessed with the feeling thut
It would noun be time for him to serl
ously contemplate the procuring of
unliable employment, the young mini
turned the sheet about rather Idly, and
ran his eyes down the columns devoted
to classified advertising.
Half way down the first column, un
der the head of "miscellaneous," lie
paused und read a paragraph with
noine Interest; then read It over again,
emitting a soft whistle between his

teeth.
"Well, by Jove!" he said to himself
slowly, "That doesn't sound so bad,
either; out of the ordinary, nt least.
mid he turned to
.Say. Thompson,"
a lull young fellow busily writing at
the adjoining desk, and shoved the
paper under his eyes, pointing nt the
paragraph which hud attracted attention, wllti one finger, "What do you
make out of that, old man?"
The other, rather sober-facennd
alow of speech, read the advertisement
word by word, with no change of ex-

To Advertiser : Am 20 ; late captain of Engineers; university
graduate, adventurous disposition.
Would be glud to consider your
Box 07,
Address,
proposition.
University club."

lie placed this In an envelope, called
a club messenger, and, hnndlng the
hoy a sum of money, sent him over to
the newspaper office.
Two days elapsed before an answer
appeared In his box ; a small envelope,
addressed In a lady's handwriting apparently, nnd mailed from one of the
The brief note rend:
"liox f7, University club.
"Your answet to advertisement
makes a good Impression, and I am
willing to put you to the further test
of a personal meeting. If you are In
earnest In this matter, and quite pre
pared to assume the necessary risk,
you will be at the northwest comer
of Kpauldlng park nt 5:H0 tomorrow
afternoon. lo not come In uniform,
hut It will be well to bring evening
clothes In n hug. I?e sure of yourself,
aud be prompt.
"Very truly yours,
"The Advertiser."
West read this over, again ami
again, smoking furiously, and endeavoring to weigh each word. The letter
sounded honest nnd sincere; the
writer evidently hud a purpose In
view, and wus selecting nu agent with
great care and secrecy. No hint as to
what thut object was would be re- venled blindly he must be tried In
every way tlrst; thoroughly tested as
Unto both character nnd courage.
doubtedly steps had already been takThe delay In reply
en to do this.
would have afforded opportunity for
some Investigation,
as bis address
would give the necessary clue to his
Identity. The request for evening
clothes, however, rather reassured
him; evidently his first plunge Into
this mystery was not to occur In any
stratum of low society; no vast
amount of personal danger could be Involved In such preliminaries. The adThis fact alvertiser was a woman
so stimulated his Imagination, and rendered him tho more eager. Ity Jove!
he would see the thing through
He
His decision was reached.
would go, but would make every effort to protect himself against nny
possible treachery. He had n room at
the club, and wrote a letter or two before; proceeding to dress, arranging
for their personal delivery In case he
failed to return at n designated time;
carefully examined his service revolver, nnd deposited It In the pocket of
the business suit he decided to wear.
Satisfied with these arrangements, he
dressed rapidly, und then packed bis
bag, bearing It In his hand ns he departed In ample time for the point of

"I trust It appeals
pleasant voice.
thoroughly to that disposition for adventure of which you wrote."
"Nothing more could be desired, I
ara sure," he confessed, surprised at
her tone, and glancing toward her. "I
certainly am left completely In the
dark, unable even to clearly distinguish my mysterious companion In
adventure."
"And there really Is no longer nny
occasion for such concealment" She
lifted the heavy curtain beside her,
permitting the grey light to rest upon
her face. "I preferred not to be seen
nt the park for obvious reasons; but
here, alone with you, such precaution
Is quite unnecessary. We are to be
either friends or enemies, so frankness
Is the best course."
lie saw the face of a young womnn
of twenty-four- ,
or five, with dark eyes
nnd hair, her cheeks flushed with
health and excitement, her lips smil
lug. It was a face of unusunl attrac
tiveness, not regular, perhaps, In nny
of Its features, yet filled with ehnrae
tor, and glowing with life. He liked the
girl, and believed In her.
"I can only thank you," he said
rather lamely.
"Although I do not
understand now how we could ever
become enemies. Surely, that Is not a
threat?"
"Oh, no, It Is far too true. You have
yet to learu what I require. Yet thnt
was very nicely said. I take It
mean your first Impression of me Is
not unfavorable?"
I ara already
"Very far from It
deeply Interested In my tnsk. If
lucked an Incentive before, you have
furnished It."
She laughed again softly, her eyes
still on his face.
"Really, I had not anticipated such
a sincere compliment,
ivo doubt you
learned these delightful speeches In
France," she answered, a very fnlnt
tinge of sarcasm In the words. "How
ever, this Is a very serious matter,
Captain West, and really has nothing
to do with my personal appearance
am seeking neither flirtation nor com

I

hhn to the
place designated, nnd he found himself alone In a rnlher desolate spot,
with which he wus In no way familiar. He hud no knowledgo of how ho
was to he approached, or Identified,
but bis being requested to bring a
bag containing evening clothes, somehow suggested riding, rather than
walking, nnd consequently his eyes
followed more or less Intently the con
stant stream of automobiles.
He grew restless and doubtful ns the
rendezvous.

A cab took

"We Are to Be Either Frleryds or Ene
mies."

moments slipped past. Then suldenly, pllment; merely a trustworthy agent,
without the slightest warning, a hlnck First of all, It Is necessary that you
pression.
limousine whirled In alongside the comprehend this."
"Hot," he sold solemnly.
"Either a
He bowed, impressed by her man
curb, and came to a stop Immediately
Inor
some
on.
scheme
Joke,
Why?
The nor, and somewhat ashamed of his Im
In front of where he waited.
terested In It?"
dressed In plain dark livery, petuosity.
"In a measure, yes. I've a good chauffeur,
out, and threw open the rear
"I accept the reproof," he said
stepped
mind to answer, and take a chance."
door, without asking so much as a quietly, "and will endeavor henceforth
"You're a fool If you do, Mntt," dethat the fellow stood not to offend in any way. I am en
and turning back to tils question. I.xcept
cisively,
there, looking directly toward Mm, his tirely at your service."
some
Is
"That
writing.
game being
fingers on ihe Intch, expectantly,
"There Is no offense; I merely
I.lkely as not It means West would not have known that he
pulled off.
It best there should be no misadIs
no
blackmail. Ilesldes there
was wanted. Yet It was nil so obvious thought
Now, I am sure, we
s' ress."
understanding.
not
he
he could
Silently
question.
can proceed intelligently.
Indeed, I
"That's one thing I like about It,"
up his hag. and stepped for
am going to frankly confess, I also
retorted the other; "They are In earn- picked
ward. He saw no one within, but firm
This mutual
est, nnd tuklng no chances of having In the belief that the chauffeur must like your appearance.
their purpose guessed nt. Ity Jove, I hnve his orders, he entered blindly, liking ought to be half the battle. We
don't see bow any one can get In bad, the door closing Instantly behind hhn. have quite a ride before us yet; you
merely by finding out what It all The curtains were drawn, the Interior may question ine If you wish."
"You menn I am to question you
means."
gloomy and Indistinct, and the driver
"Well, do as you please; you would had resumed his sent, and started Ihe freely."
Only you have my advice." motor, before West realized that he
"Assuredly; while I nm to remain
anyhow.
West read the Item again, lie had wns not alone. In one corner of the quite ns free In my answers. Thnt Is
been eighteen months In France, nnd wide hack seat, drawn hack from any perfectly fair. Is It not?"
"At least, It sounds so. Where am I
his discharge from the army had left possible observation from without, sat
being transported, then? And why the
lilin bored and dissatisfied with the a woman.
suit?"
dull routine of civil life. He dreaded
At first glance he could only barely dress
Ills questions evidently amused, for
to get back Into the hnrness of a distinguish the outlines of her figure,
prosnlc existence; even his profession dimly discernible ngalnst the dark her eyes sparkled.
"Naturally that query comes first;
as a civil engineer had someway lost background of the upholstery, hut, as
Its charm. He had tasted the Joy of his eyes accustomed themselves to nnd especially the dress suit. You
adventure, the thrill of danger, nnd It the fnlnt light, her features also be- have the prejudices of your sex, I see,
was still alluring. This advertisement came dimly visible enough so, t and without regret. I shall endeavor
promised a mystery which strangely lenst, to convince him that slm was to reply categorically, yet with reserWe are going to a country
attracted bis Imagination.
young. Neither spoke for some mo- vations.
home, where we dine, In company with
while the automobile gathered
ments,
eduman
of
"Wanted: Young
a few guests."
speed, nnd West had an uncomfortable
cation and daring for service In"I see; I am first of all to be prowns watching
the
that
lady
feeling
volving some personal peril. Good
In ten In ess.
He could jected Into society. Are any of these
with
him
great
pny. and iinusiml reward If sucknown to me?
only quietly await her explanation of guests forbid ; nnd I
cessful. May have to leave city.
"God
mny even venwas
The
situation.
delay
this
strange
will never care
Purpose disclosed only In personal
thnt
to
ture
you
nervousShe
predict
one.
n
laughed,
nit long
Interview."
to know any of thein again. You nre
ly perhaps, yet with a sense of humor
to be present ns my guest, nnd will so
As Thompson had pointed out, this at the awkward position.
welcomed."
was not Klgned, nor any address given.
"Quite melodramatic, Is It not, Cap- be
"I feel the honor; bnt would It not
tain West?" sdie asked, iu a decidedly
West crossed over to an unoccupied

be well under these circumstances for
me to know more clearly whose guest
I am? Suppose, for Instance, I had to
refer to our long friendship, It would
be extremely awkwnrd not to even be
able to mention your name."
"My name I Why, of course, you
do not know what It Is. Well, really I
nm not altogether certain that I do,
either. We will therefore compromise
on the one I am known by, which will
be snfer. Allow me, Captain West, to
present to you Miss Nutnlle Coolidge.'
She held out frankly a neatly
gloved linnd, wldch he as instantly
took, and retained in his own, the girl
making no Immediate effort to with
draw it.
"This Is very kind of you, Miss
Coolidge," he acknowledged, adapting
himself to her present mood, "But It
seems there is no necessity for me
to present myself.
Apparently my
Identity Is already known."
"Otherwise you would not be
among those present," she admitted

frankly.

"Then, I Judge you have not
cepted me blindly?"
"No, I huve not," earnestly,
now releasing her hnnd, "I do
think we ever really know any

The corner post of a fence must
to stand a much greatany other part of the
fence. Woven wire fencing when
properly erected Is stretched very
tightly; sometimes ordinary woven
wire fencing 42 Inches high, bears a
tension of several thousand pounds.
When this tension is transmitted to
the corner post from two angles It
means that the post has to be unusu-llsolidly onchored if It is to re- -

ie constructed
er strain than

y

A relation 1ms been shown to exist
between the temperature of the soli
and the ensuing minimum temperature
of the air Immediately above, says the
weather bureuu of the United States
Department of Agriculture.
Low night-ai- r
temperatures in gar
den and truck farms may often be prevented by the selection of soil In
which there is a sandy component, as
sand and sandy loams generally store
up more heat during the day than do
most other soils and give off more in
the night time by conduction to the
air above, thus diminishing the prob
ability of critical temperatures and
the formation, of damaging frosts. The
land in use should be well drained o
surplus moisture, as wet soils are In
variably cold soils and more suscepti
ble to frost damage.
Any soil, whether it be sand, loam, or clay, Is wormei
when it is clean and free from weeds

and unnecessary vegetation.
Frost may form on one side of a
street and not on the other, or In one
section of a level farm and not in another, for one or more of several reasons, such as difference In soils, slight
difference in elevation, In moisture, ot
In kind and extent of surface covering,
or the amount of Insolation received.
Frost may appear In sections which
have wet. cold soils covered with
or uncultivated,
heavy vegetation
while on the same night nnd under
the same meteorological conditions il
does not form on other ground close
by where the soli Is relatively dry,
warm, und clean.

except through personal Intercourse;
but I do know who you are, and something of what your life thus far has

SEND FOR THE VICTORY
GRINDER AND POLISHER
Snap it on the balance wheel of your
The wire spring
sewing: machine.
No bolts,
clips hold it firmly.
or other fasteners;. will
screws
sharpen anything, a need
to poiisn, remove grin
Ann v mirmr. uso our com
jewelry, etc.. iook lineo
atnrp lflnri anil Htvlu
machine Rnd write to
piete outfit, 11.50.
VICTORY GRINDER CO,
32S5 W. ZDth Ave., Denver, Co

.

been."

"But how could you? I signed no
nnme."
She smiled, again quite nt her ease.
"The box number nt the club wns

know?"
I think not; really your agency has
And so this rebeen most efficient.
view satisfied you thnt I wns really the
man you sought?"
'No, It did not wholly satisfy, but It
looked promising. You were evidently
courageous, and n gentleman. These
Dualities were essential; whether In
other respects you measured up to my
purpose, could only be ascertained
through a personal Interview. There
was no other way."
"And now?" he persisted.
"Still encouraging, I must admit
although the test is not yet complete.
However, we nre now approaching the
end of our Journey. Before we turn
in I am going to nsk a favor of you
call me Natalie."
"Natalie; that will be easy."
"And also forgive me if I fall In

(Prepared by th Unlit 4 State Department

Device Shown in Illustration Is Made
of Reinforced Concrete With a
Vertical Section Lumber
Forms Necessary.

nnd
not
one

n

Frosts.

of Agriculture.)

ac

amply sufficient I have friends there ;
once possessed of your name nnd
army rank, the department records nt
Washington furnished all further information. So you perceive, Captain,
I am not altogether reckless. Are you
Interested In learning what I know?"
"I am; will you tell me?"
"Willingly," and she checked the
points off on her gloved fingers. "You
are Matthew West, the only son of
Judge Robert Peel West, of Atlanta,
Your mother, who was of
Georgia.
the
Bullock family, died
when you were about fifteen, and her
widowed sister lias since been the
housekeeper. You are a graduate of
the University of Virginia,
being
fourth In your class in scholarship.
Your engineering course was com
pleted In Massachusetts, and you later
became connected
with the Wyant
Contracting company, of Chicago. You
were here, however, only a very brief
time, making but few acquaintances,
You imwhen the war broke out.
mediately entered the first officers'
training school at Fort Sheridan, grad
uating with the rank of first lleuten- nnt, and were assigned to a regiment
of engineers, among the earliest to
sail for France. While there you were
wounded twice, and cited once for
special gallantry In the rescue of a
seriously injured private. Your last
wound caused your return to the
United States on n special mission,
and also won you the rank of captain,
Since then you have been honorably
discharged, but have made no effort
to resume
professional work. You
and unmarried. Is
nre twenty-six- ,
there anything else you care to

V
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Concrete Corner Post.

Reinforced

A

list

the strain.
A very substantial
lype of corner post is shown in the
Illustration. It Is made of reinforced concrete with a vertical section 12 Inches square and two wings,
sach six Inches thick, extending in the
Jirectlon of the two lines of fence
which meet nt the corner.
Forms Are Necessary.
To make such a post, forms are
aecessary and the first step Is the ex- tavatlon to provide room for them.
lumber Is good
Ordinary
tor form use In work of this kind,
since It can be braced with little diffi
culty. The forms are put together
Bo that the post, wings and all. Is cast
In one operation.
The reinforcing
for the vertical part consists of seven
steel rods,
of an inch In
diameter, arranged on the two outside faces of the post at intervals of
about three inches, with about one
Inch space between the bars and the
surface. Similar bars extend down
through the post and into the lower
part of the wings, two bars being used
for each wing.

OPEN AUTOMATICALLY

Device Invented by New Mexico Man
Will Open and Close Without
Driver Alighting.
The Scientific American, In lllustrat
Ine and describing an Invention ol
D. M. McCauley of Toas, N. M.t says
More particularly the Invention re
Intes to mechanism for gates, on ob
ject being to provide a gate 'normally
positioned across nn entrance or rail

way crossing, which automatically
opens to allow an automobile or other

one-Inc- h

Rich Mixture

Used.

The concrete mixture used is one

part

cement, two

parts

of
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Gate.

vehicle to pass through and automat
ically closes after the vehicle hai
passed, without necessitating the driv
er's alighting. The gate is held bj
locking meuns which must be released
by the weight of the vehicle, and will

resist manual operation.

1
m
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send and three parts of pebbles or
broken stone, with no particle larger
than one inch In diameter. This Is
a rather "rich mixture," but since
strength Is the principal requirement
It Is the proper one to use.
No strain should be put on the
post until it has hardened for ut least
four weeks.
During this time it
should be thoroughly wetted at least
once every day so the concrete may
attain Its maximum strength.
FIGHT AGAINST TUBERCULOSIS
Huron County, Ohio, Dairymen
nanced Their Own Campaign
Against Tuberculosis.

Fi-

PAINT

WILL HELP MACHINERY

Certain

Metal Parts Which Endure
Red
Longer If Treated
Stands Weather Fine.

Much

Whether you store your machlnerj
or not, there are certain metal parts,
like rods, braces and other pieces,
which would endure longer and save
many n breakdown If paint were ap
plied to them. A good barn paint will
do, and red is a color that stands the
weather fine. If another shade is desired to harmonize with other parts oi
not to be so conspicuous, tills coloi
can be toned down or changed. There
may be fine cracks in metal that
escape the eye, but they take In moisture and rust forms in there. Palnl
would cover them up safely. Freezing,
helps to weaken such places whet
unprotected.

In Lyme township, Huron county,
Ohio, owners of dairy cattle organized
an association through which they
financed their own campaign against
tuberculosis when stnte and federal
Indemnity funds had run out. The
members were assessed $2 a head for WHY WASHING INJURES EGGS
grades and $4 a head for purebreds,
one-fourt- h
Pores of Shell Are Sealed With Gelat
being used for organizainous Matter and Water Seems
tion work and the rest for paying Into Dissolve It
demnities. The association has tested
83 herds containing 602 cattle, 20 of
To retain the keeping qualities ol
The owners of the
which reacted.
reactors received the salvage value of eggs, do not wash them. The porei
the animals and a straight Indemnity of the shell are sealed naturally witb
of $20 a head for grades. For pure- a gelatinous substance. Water seemi
breds the indemnity was doubled. to dissolve this substance allowing
About 85 per cent of the herds In the air to be admitted through the pore
of the shell into the egg. Then detownship were tested.
composition of the egg begins. WashFEED COWS AS INDIVIDUALS ing also has a tendency to harden th
shell. This permits too much moisto pscape and this Injures tin
Trouble Results When an Owner ture
vitality of the egg.
Doesn't Know How to Care for

always addressing you fonnnlly as
Captain West. I presume your friends
say Matt, do they not?"
"Some have that habit."
"Then I claim also the privilege."
She bewildered him, left him In won
derment as to whnt she would do next
but there wus scarcely time in which
to answer before the speeding limousine turned abruptly into a private
driveway, curving gracefully to the
front of a rather imposing Btone man
sion, set well back from the road.
Cow.
Soon they were at the side entrance,
and n servant, In the same unobtrusive
cow falls in
When a
livery as the chauffeur, wns quietly fo the hands of an owner who doesn't
and
turned
door.
He
the
opening
know how to feed for milk production,
helped his coinpnnlon to emerge.
trouble results. The basic principles
which govern the feeding of dairy cows
are easy to understand and simple to
seemed
"It was a woman, she
follow. It is necessary to feed the cows
to vanish Inte thin air the hall
as individuals and make certain that
was empty."
the ration Is ample to care for the animal's body requirements, and to leave
A surplus of nourishment for produc
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
ing milk. More dairy cows are underfed than are overfed. When the ra
Flying High.
don is balanced, and composed largely
"Even
Shakespenre repeats himself." "Well, he repents Shakespeare off first quality silage, cases of over
stuff for him."
feeding ar rsra.
No
g

CARE

FOR ASPARAGUS

BEDS

Parcel Post Dyeing
Out of town work is the
big part of our business
Doing Successful Dyeing for 25 Years

Cleaners and Dyers

The

Model

1317

BROADWAY,

DENVER,

COLO.

Irish Factions Make Peace Moves.
Dublin. Further 'talk of peace be
tween factions In Ireland is heard as
Christmas approaches. Action taken
by the new Senate of the Free State
In appointing a committee to work for
the Immediate cessation of hostilities
has developed some Indications that a
considerable section of the Republican
party Is willing to treat for peace and
that the rank and file Is moving la
that direction.
Pay Homage to John Wanamaker.
of
per
Philadelphia. Thousands
sons, representing virtually every walk
In life, did homage at the bier of John
Wanamaker, whose body lay. in state
in Bethany Presbyterlnn church, where
the famous merchant had worshiped
fasince boyhood and where he was
miliar figure in the Sunday school ami v'
other religious work.

Leaves Houses to Tenants.
Angeles. Tenants of George
Noe, who died here recently, were Ills'
His estate, valued at $25,000,
heirs.
consisted of five houses, which were
devised to the families
occupying
them. lie wns survived by no known
relatives.
T.os

g

s

Cleaned Off and Covered With Manure
Plant Starts Off With Rush
In the Spring.

Asparagus starts off with a rush in
spring if beds are carefully cleaned off
and covered with' a heavy coat of
stable manure when winter sets in.
The plants will be protected from al-

ternate freezing and thawing that
tends to lift the roots out and expose
them ; and then, too, the nitrates from
the manure have time to leach down
Into the soil ready to be used In the
spring.

Nederland a Large Foreign Market.
Washington. Nearly half the ex
ports of corn from the United States
in 1921 or 58,582,808 bushels went
to Canada, according to the United
States Department of Agriculture,
Much of this corn, however, eventually went to Europe. Exports of corn
during each of the first three months
of 1922 were larger titan during any
month of 1921. The second largest
foreign market for American corn was
where
the Netherlands,
Vushels were Imported.
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New. Stage Modes
Flayers' Gowns, the Creations

of

THE GENERAL

UTILITY

AFTER

COAT
Old

charm
frock.

In
A

by a lace

the

evening
of silver cloth is veiled
wide-skirte- d

slip
skirt with overdraplngs of

tulle, studded with delicately colored
mbrolderles. The twisted girdle Is of
silver cloth. This Is the type of costume which Lanvln so successfully
srentcs for the many French actresses
hora she dresses exclusively.
It will be pleasing to older women
to know that the popular belief thnt

Love Tangle Is Cleared Up
After Long Separation of

ArfRFI ED

(1

real

antll recently, exerted as much Influ
ence on fashions as the French theater.
There . is an unusual amount of

46 YEARS

IN

YilUIH

Duration of Separation Saw Woman
Twice a Widow and Husband a
Widower Once Woman Was a
Bigamist Without Knowing It
Alma, Neb. Mrs. William Shlpman
of Alma got mad at ber first husband,
William C. Montgomery of Oquawka,
Henderson county, la., forty-siyears
ago and left blm. Two weeks ago, al
ter a wait
forty-siyears, they
were divorced.
Now they plan to re- In talking over the divorce
biarry.
years of
they decided that forty-siseparation was enough. During those
forty-siyears Mrs. Shlpman had had
two husbands and Mr. Montgomery
had had one wife. Both of Mrs.
husbands are dead and Mont
gomery has been a widower for ten
or fifteen years.
Is
years
Montgomery
old. Mrs. Shlpman is sixty-fivHad Family "Spat."
The Mongomerys were married in
Oquawka in the spring of 1875. They
i
tKi
VlTm
lived together a year or so. Then
they had a family "spat" and Mrs.
This coat, combining smartness ar.t Montgomery got up and walked out
serviceability, may offer a suggestion ai of the house. Montgomery never saw
to what is being worn for this purpose her again untU two or three months
In Paris.
It is made of brown wide- - ago, when she came to Oquawka to
waled velours with insets of the same get a copy of the divorce decree which
material cut crosswise at waist and she thought was issued back In 1877.
hemline to relieve the severity and
Montgomery waited two years for
his wife to return. Then he brought
plainness.
suit for divorce. Some years later he
silver cloth, with a tongue of plaited married
again and continued living In
rhlnestoiie
luce and uu elaborate
the same house In Oquawka, to which
buckle.
he had taken his first wife as a bride.
Ten or fifteen years ago this second
SOME WAYS WITH SLEEVES
x

i,r

Mm

x

Icy r?pfe

Man Who Is Cut Down by Farm
er Now Demands Damages

for Broken Leg.

The conductor on the California
Limited between Chicago and Los An'
geles noticed that one of the passengers sat In his section hour after hour
and sobbed.
The first night out of
Chicago the conductor. was tempted to
ask what the trouble was but having
ieurned from previous experiences
that one is better off minding one's
own business he did not do so. On the
second day, as the passenger continued to weep and wall, he was even
more strongly tempted to go to the
man's aid, but still he refrained. On
the third day, however, the sobs of
the traveler were so great that he
could not resist any longer and he
approached him politely with the ques-

greatest French dressmakers are advocating It for the older woman.
The shoes are particularly Interesting and very beautiful. The Colonial
slipper, with Its large tongue offset by
an ornamental buckle, is worn with
this dress. The slipper Is of brocaded

CLOSING

Ship-man'- s

The Idea of Closing a long coat at
one side Is taking hold of the fashion
That having been accomdesigners.
plished, the cont drupes from that
point In fhe most Interesting manner.
One of these Is made of a light chocolate shade of brown. The material Is
a soft wool velours which drapes so
Interestingly and sends its folds
around the figure to bring that out In
bold relief, no matter what may be
the thickness of dressing underneath.
There Is for this coat a surplice collar
ft' puffy platinum fox fur and It
folds around the neck until the coat Is
guaranteed to be becoming.' The
sleeves are cut so that they come out
from the waistline in thick, huge folds
and they end In wide cuffs trimmed
with bands of the same fur. At the side
front, where the coat closes, there Is a
buckle of Jade which lends a touch at
thnt portion of the garment and furnishes a reason for the draping to
start at that point.
The skirt of this coat is cut and
draped In one of those Irregular lines
characteristic of the wraps of the pres-

ent day. Nothing goes along regularly
but each Individual garment seems to
take a path of Its own to exhibit a
manner which Is a thing of Itself.
Under this coat there Is worn a dress
mnde of the same material, but the
dress Is made In Ihe simplest of manners with only little rufnings of lace. It
hen manages to leave the way clear
for th coat, which takes the center of

a delicious sauce I There's
of baking pies at nothing left to be desired in
home, yet give your men a pie.
Msde with finest seeded
folks pies that are exactly, to
Raisins.
their taste.
1560 calories of energizing nuMaster bakers and neigh- triment per pound in practically
borhood bake shops in your predigested form. Rich In
also
good food for the
city are making luscious blood.
raisin pie fresh every day.
Make cakes, puddings and
Your grocer or these bake other
good foods with them.
shops can supply them.
You may be offered other
less well
Taste them and you'll brands that you know
but the kind
than
know why there's no longer,
you want is the kind you know
need to bake at home.
is good. Insist, therefore, on
brand. They cost no
Crust that's light and more than
ordinary raisins.
tender,
flaky
Mail coupon now for free book
recipes.
juicy fruit, the juice forming of tested

SAVE

the

P

neck.

Lanvln flares her sleeves nt the
wristband and weights them with silk
tassels. Sleeves are trimmed with
wide ruchlngs and full flowerj, and
sometimes sleeves almost decline the
name, for they begin at the wrist and
to reach farther than the
refuse
elbow, despite the bewildering coax
Ings of crisp blossoms nnd narrow
strips of fur. Occasionally one finds
a gown which, In place of a sieeve has
merely a huge cuff placed on the bare
forearm. And lace mittens hove returned to complete the quaint character of the sleeveless street frock
If It be made with a full skirt and
tight bodice as In the days of poke
bonnets and ankle-laceslippers.

It happened
church as I was sit
ting at the end of the pew, during a
sermon, that I noticed all eyes fixed
on me.
I looked and saw little Trlx wiggling
his tall for all he was worth, glad to
have found me.
As I could not chase him home, I
had to get up and walk out, feeling
the heat thnt made me blush as Trlx
and I marched down the aisle. ExIn

GILDED

thin-skinne-

Sun-Ma-

SUN-MAI-

RAISINS

D

The Supreme Pie Raisin
Your retailer should sell you
Raisins for not more than tha
Sun-Ma- id

following prices:
Seeded ( IS n. Hut
.)
Seedleie (la IS n. rei pit )
Seeded or Seedleee (11 n.J

change.-

FREEDOM

20i

10

lSe

FROM
CUT THIS OUT AND SEND IT

LAXATIVES
Discovery

id

I

Raisin Growers,
Fresno, California,
I Dept.
Please send me copy of your free book,
I "Recipes with Raisins."

by Scientists Has Replaced
Them.

Sun-Mai- d

I Name
Pills and salts give temporary re
lief from constipation only at the exStreet..
pense of permanent Injury, says an
BluiPackaji I Crrr
eminent medical authority.
Statk
Science has found a newer, better
way a means as simple as Nature
Itself.
In perfect health a natural lubricant
keeps the food waste soft and moving.
when constipation exists this natBut
Cut the Rope.
ural lubricant Is not sufficient. Medthe
was by an unwanted Interference of ical authorities have found that most
gentle lubricating action of Nujol
the farmer that his leg was broken.
closely resembles that of Nature's own
The first court decided the case Id lubricant.
As Nujol Is not a laxative
favor of the prosecutor, because It was It cannot gripe. It Is In no sense a
And like pure water It Is
proved that the farmer had caused tin1 medicine.
Injury by cutting the rope. But tin harmless and pleasant.
Nujol Is prescribed by physicians;
Superior court quashed the first senused in leading hospitals. Get a bottle
tence and acquitted the farmer.
from your druggist today. AdvertiseAnnouncing his decision, the presid ment.
- ..
"ing Judge said that the prosecutor was
r
under no obligation of gratitude, aa
Mean Insinuation.
Terrible Force of Habit.
the farmer hud hardly done him a
A bachelor says a mule Is the most
As un Illustration of the terrible
service by recalling him Into the obstinate thing on earth, but mnrrled force of habit, there Is the story of
of
wretched existence, which is the lot
men know better. Chlcngo
QUININE
Dally the lrmn who had been visiting nt the
so many Austrlans nowadays.
But, News.
home of a millionaire.
When he re
from the point of view of a citizen,
turned to his boarding house he
Win Bnak That CbUartd ma
It
the farmer had acted correctly.
Make You FitTomarrom.
left his shoes outside
Recipe Wanted.
was his duty as a Christian to free
Flint (looking at picture) "I won his door to be shlncd by the butler.
the man from the rope. If the peasant der what made the tower of Pisa When he looked for the shoes the next
bad done It in a negligent way he lean?" Fatlelgh "If I knew I'd try morning one of the other boarders had
One Must Be Careful.
would be responsible for the Injury
I think the most embarrassing momade away with them.
But such negligence was not proved
ment for me was one day when I was
It was an Impossibility for the peasant
going to lunch with two girls. We had)
to climb Into the tree to cut the rop
gone a short distance when we saw
and stand underneath to catcli the
two other girls coming. One I knew,
man at the same time. The prosecuI said: "Oh, this one makes m
tor can, therefore, not claim any
tired:
uraonmi
v
inn
a n
sri?"',.'jnrAii4oritiri
nsv.-gi"They said: "Which one?"
1
I said : "The one on the Inside. Sh
thinks she Is so swell, and she Is only
For Infants and Children,
FACES POVERTY FOR GIRL
a swltehbonrd operator."
I then remembered one of the girls
Son of. Wealthy Frenchman Leaves
I was with was a switchboard operaHome of Luxury for Love of
tor, and all she did was look at me,
Fair American.
and I knew I got red, but It was a hot
t
day, and the sun was shining, sa
New York. Love of an American
maybe she thought I was sunburned,
a
to
and
desire
with
her
girl
support
but I don't think she did, for she has
money earned by himself has brought
not talked to me since. Detroit Fre
T
a
Jean Dutey, twenty-fivyears old. son
Press.
;AVCfieIaDKtTCJKuauj.'
of the wealthy Gen. Henri Dutey, of
the French army, to America almost
Wireless Call Bells.
penniless and willing to start life
An officer of the Portuguese armj
anew as a bootblack If he can get no
has developed a system of operating
uilroffloUneDiilcslIo".
other work.
call bells by wireless, which army
Cared for by his wealthy parents
circles sny will do away with prolonged
with large estates In France, race
watching for calls at radio receiving
horses, Jewels, friends, servants to
stntlons.
Mineral,
wait upon him, and all the luxuries
and frivolities that wealth affords,
4
PARKER'S
Dutey was happy. Then he met an
HAIR BALSAM
i
American girl touring France.
They
ll'"fp?ra
I
and
fell In love.
ndK.ddHM
t Ifrufnrlata.
He took ship for America, arriving
KMucue.ff.T.
r
In New York City with a few dollars.
JUL
HINDERCORNS Rnnorn Com OhW
Two days he stuyed at a big hotel, but
louses, eta., itnpt all pain, ensure Comfort to th
..i..,IDmedvibf
i
Ha. ty mail or at Drag
left, muktm walk in
his money gave out. Who the girl Is
Work. P4obuM,
flit UlMOx CaMBlwUtay.
N. I.
behind Dutey's trip he will not say.
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Know That

Genuine Castoria

the stage and announces the fact clean
ly that its design shall be the thing
that counts In thnt particular arrangement of fashion's ways.
AND

Sun-Mai- d

I go.

CASraJ

d

PAINTED

the trouble and the

food-Iro- n,

Everywhere She Goes.
We have a little dog that Is rather
fond of me, and follows me wherever

SKY

THE COAT AT ONE SIDE

New Idea for Long Garment Is Meetof the
ing With the Approval
Fashion Designer.

and already baked for you

sixty-seve-

about

type of dress is only suitable to
a slender young woman of graceful
build has passed and that many of the

With Raisins
Sun-Ma- id

x

After walking out of her home In
Designers Find Field for Originality 1876 Mrs. Montgomery went wes- tSome Fit Cuffs;
In Arm Coverings;
went to Nebraska.
Others Flare Them.
Her sister, Mrs. James Morris, of
wrote her of the divorce
Oquawka,
The
designers are finding the
petition filed by Montgomery. A few
sleeves a field for originality. Notl
years afterwards she remarried. Het
Ing that could be done to a sleeve has second husband died and later she
been left undone, and If one should
married William Shlpman, a Civil war
feel that all that can be said ol
veteran, living at Alma. A year ago
he
said
been
sleeves lias long ago
Shlpman died.
of
Jean
must hearken to the words
No Divorce Decree.
Pntou, who decorates one tightly fit
Mrs. Shlpman applied for a pension
ting sleeve In a suit coat with epau as
the widow of Shlpman. She found
lets of rich fur. Alice Bernard fits
had to have a copy of the
her cuffs tightly to the wrists and that she
divorce decree from her first husband,
at
to
them
flare,
funnelwise,
permits
William
Montgomery, ' so, several
the elbows. Jenny has varied this
weeks ago, she went to Oquawka to
theme by adding to the flare cuffs
It. A record of the suit was
flounces upon flounces of the same get
In
unusual
an
contrasting material.
gown of cigar brown velvet, which
is one of the most favored colors lr
Paris, Jenny lias terminated tight- fitting sleeves just below the sliouldei
mid held them In place by tarrow
hands of the snme material, which
radiates from a collar fitted closely

this

Luscious-M- ade

Cuticura for Pimply Faces.
To remove pimples and blackheads
smear them with Cuticura Ointment
Wash oil In five minutes with Cuticura Soap nnd hot yater. Once clear
keep your skin clear by using them for
dally toilet purposes. Don't fall to Include Cuticura Talcum. Advertisement.

wife died.

Evening Gown of Silver Cloth Veiled
With Sliver Lace Overdress and
Overdraplngs of Tulle.

TO WAIL

hls fleld on morning, found
P
man who had lust hanred himself on a
tree above a ditch. He drew his knife
sul
and cut the rope. The would-bclde fell Into the ditch and soon re
In falling he
covered consciousness.
had broken a leg and had to be taken
to a hospital. He left the hospital
after a few weeks, but had hardly
regained his liberty when he went to
court and sued the farmer who bad tion:
"Please tell me what is the trousaved his life for the restitution ol
the hospital expenses, as, he stated. It ble?"
"OI, ol, ol," Bobbed the passenger.
"I've been on the wrong train for
three days." Exchange.

x

j..

REASON

IT Traveler
Surely Was In a Predicament
That Afforded Causa for
Mournfulneis.

Vienna'. The courts of Grnz in tha
Austrian province of Styrla have Just
had to deal with a most extraordinary
lawsuit. A fnrmer. who went tn in

Couple.

Jiiif

HAD GOOD

SUES HIM FOR

Leading Artist of Country Make
Study of Producing Costumes That
Supply Inspiration.

tyles. They go to learn
well as to be enter-American stage, wmie

SAVES SUICIDE,

TWO TO REWED

Great Dressmakers.

The theater has become a factor of
Here
consequence In fushlons.
lovers of the beautiful In dress, as well
as students of fustilon, find many
things that are extremely Interesting
to them. Here, writes a fashion correspondent In the New York Tribune,
real Inspiration Is to be had, for, In ad- altloii to the players' gowns, which are
always the creations of great dressmakers, one has the Inspiration of various beautiful color effects.
The greatest artists of the country
live of tlielr best to create beaflful
costumes for the stage. Indications of
future styles are seen In the theaters
before they appear anywhere else.
Here the new models are launched.
' For a
very long time the French
theater has exerted n potent Influence
On faHifl
Thfl hnamiora rtf n new

ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO

e

LACE
Found

It Necessary to Have
ber of Conferences.

I Num

Tints Varied With Glints oi
Gold; Fast Dyes or Colors
found In the files of the court house,
Should Be Used.
but no decree.
The next day she called on Mont'
For those on the lookout for some
She
and explained matters.
novel touch, a new departure for trim- goniery
Just must have a divorce decree In
ming Is painted nnd glided lace. Only order to
get that pension.
the coarsest type of lace Is used, and
was affability Itself.
Montgomery
this is touched Into rainbow tints,
Mrs. Shlpman should have
varied with glints of gold until the Certainly
A new petition was pre
a divorce.
original color Is entirely pulnted over.
and filed In the court. Last
pared
and
Pattern
design are not studied, week the decree was entered and the
nnd the effect is of "run" colors with.
two became legally separated.
out attempt at tinting border or motil
While attending to the divorce mat
In any definite or repeated shade.
and Mrs. Shlpman
It Is suggested to those who propose ter Montgomery
found It necessary to have a number
to utilize this novelty trimming thnt
of conferences. They raked up "old
fast dyes or colors should be used for
time" affairs and In the telling of old
the purpose of tinting the lace.
stories of each other they revived
Interest In one another. Now
their
Trimmings on Small Hats.
to remarry.
they
plan
The hats which are worn with the
newer street tilings are Indications of
Hearse His Ambulance.
the winter styles and what Is worn
with the street costumes during all
Sunbury, Pa. Asserting that It was
the new season.
They are small and better to go to a hospital In a hearse
fit the head closely,
but they are than leave In one, George Bowersox
draped In such a way that they have of Mount Pleasant Mills, 14 miles
a larger and more roomy appearance west of here, agreed to be rushed to
than did the toques of last season. the Mary M. Packer hospital here the
Then when there are trimmings, they other day In this creepy kind of an
take very independent ways of their ambulance for an operation. Doctors
own and decide to Jut ont Into the all sny he will recover. There was no
other conveyance at hand and speed
at all sorts of angles.
Rainbow

wn

npepssnrv.

II

jjj,

1 w

oririr.
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vis
Bandits Clip Buttons
From Victim's Trousers
Two bandits subjected Arthur
Koenlgsberger of Chicago to
punishment when they
walked Into his garage and
asked to see an automobile he
had advertised for sale. They
held him up, taking a diamond
ring valued nt $1,000.
As they departed the thloves
clipped the suspender buNons
from Mr. Koenlgsberger's trousers and he was helpless to

pursue.

T.nss OF SLEEP
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Wrtt for Bargain
of America' a Larcvri m
Catalogue of Armj K homo
fmt Arm Good Mail Ordr UcxsMa
and Nhtt Goods.
Bunt 1) Una All merchandise shipped parcel pott
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Gray Hair

Exact Copy of Wrapper.
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BRIGHTENS, REFRESHES,

PUTNAM FADELESS

ADDS

s

Is out of fashion,

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

!,
22.

NEW DELIGHT TO OLD DRAPERIES

DYES-d- yes

or tints as you wish

THE RESERVE
FOREIGN

THE WORLD IN

Germany lias turned over 00,000,000
approximately $14,500,000, to
tho allied reparations committee, this
sum being due Dec. 15, said a Central
News dispatch from Purls to London.
Martial law became effective In
Warsaw by proclamation of the cnbl
net. Captain Niewndomski, the crazed
artist w ho assassinated President Nilrutowlcz, lias been held for trial y

PARAGRAPHS
BRIEF RECORD OF PASSING
EVENTS IN THIS AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

LATE

OOINGS

DISPATCHES

AND HAPPENINGS THAT

MARK THE PROGRESS
OF THE AGE.

WESTERN
Muriel Stark, aged It months, was Instantly killed when the water jacket
of u kitchen range near which her cot
had been phteed exploded In lier home
The child was
In Vancouver, 1!. C.
struck by a flying fragment of Iron.
Three Mexicans were killed In it
.'tinning fight with mounted customs
nspectors and Texas rangers near
dry, Webb county, Texas, according to u report received in Sun Antonio by Deputy Collector of Customs
ICd Cotulla.
No member of the federal
force was injured.
One fireman, Ernest Itobertson, was
killed by suffocation, Chief Alexander
of the fire department was overcome
by smoke lind seriously but not fatally
Injured, and property loss estimated

it !W)0,IX H) sustained in u lire that
threatened for u time the business district of liozeiuau, Mont.
The erew of the Uritish tramp
steamer Ortcrle, which went on the
rocks seventy miles north of .S:in Francisco, was transferred to the freighter
Cotton Plant. The transfer of the
members of the Or.erie's crew
was a dangerous piece of work and
was only attempted us a last resort.
Wallace Held, film ado., is "figlit-infor his life" In u small Hollywood
sanitarium, according to a story the
l.os Angeles Times published recently,
limiting his wife, known professionally
at liomiliy Davenport, and his
five

g

Mrs. Alice Davenport.

Iteid

breakdown marly two
months ago, after his health hail
failing for three years.
Wilbur W. YbvnII of Oliver, who
has done much to advance the West in
the travel world through photographs
of the
Rockies, has gone to
suffered

;i

be.-.-

Hishop's

l.oilge.

near

Santa

to

study the Southwest with a eiimera.
He will devote part of his time to the
regional development, of the historic
lodge, lately I1; scene of the signing
river pact, known as
of tii? i ', ii.ii-tjie "Treaty ,,f liishop's l.oilge." Mr.
in old
'Wis.' all is keenly interested
Spanish mid Indian art to be found In
the Kunta Fe district. Pictures taken
are i'i be used in attracting Easterners
to New Mexico and Colorado In winter.
He believes the entire Itoeky Mountain
region some day will be regarded us u
w Inter and summer
tourist an-a- .
.1

WASHINGTON
The Colorado river basin compact
will be ratified by all of the states concerned within three months, Secretary
of Commerce Hoover said In Washington recently.
The budget bureau left out the annual item of $1(10,0110 for free seed distribution liy senators und representatives, and it was not placed In the bill
by the appropriations committee.
The refusal of Representative Keller, Republican, Minnesota, to respond
to a subpoena requiring him to give
under oath the Information upon which
be based ids Impeachment charges
against Attorney Ceneral Daiigherly,
has created n precedent of such possible
Importance that the
House Judiciary committee decided to
refer the whole matter to a
for investigation.
Theodore Schweitzer, general prohibition agent for Utah, Wyoming and
Colorado, with headquarters at Denver, was ordered suspended by the
acting prohibition commissioner at
Washington, D. C.
An appropriation of $.a,30t),lKK) for
construction of forest roads und trail
and rural post roads as authorized under the federal highway uct is recommended In the agricultural bill for next
fiscal year, as reported to the bouse.
Declaring that a bonus to soldiers
was as Justifiable as "a bonus to the
ship operators," Senator Simmons,
North Carolina,
reintroDemocrat,
duced the soldier bonus bill vetoed by
President Harding as un amendment
to the administration shipping bill.
The Postofflce Department lias estimated that a waste of $1,740,000 annually results from wrongly addressed
mall. A survey just completed reveals that the average number of letters received at postoffires daily with
'improper addresses was 375,."581, und
that the salaries of postal employes
to readdress this mail
required
amounts alone to more than $1,000,000
a year.
The finishing touches were put on
the plan worked out by the congressional Joint committee on the reorganization of the administration branch
of the government at u conference
with President Harding, Walter l
Brown, tdiuirman of the committee, announced In Washington.
l'ermanent organization of the National Council of Fanners'
Marketing Associations was authorized in the closing session in
conference
Washington of a three-daof representatives of farmers' associations in h'J sections of the country.

Vinh-l.ong-

and Arizona

IRREGULARS
PENALTY

David C. Myers, Jr., a young busi
ness man of Clevis, was fatally shot
when duck hunting. His gun was dls
charged as he put it hi his auto, the
load entering his chest near the heart,
A new cyanide mill of seventy-fivton capacity, which has been under
construction on the Stiirgo property
near Morenci, N. M., for the pas: six
months, made Hl initial trial run Dec
The Community fair which was held
lit the Deming armory, was the most
successful ever held In thut city and
was attended by large crowds.
Doth
d the main floor were
the basement
filled with exhibits.
r. s. Woods, Santa Fe railway em
plo.e, was foand dead In a taxi by the
lrier of the car, who hud been sum
nio'ied to a restaurant by Woods, who
asked that he be driven around for a
vvlill. as he was 111.
I.. I. Taylor i.nd his son, Irw in Tay
lor, became the owners of the light
and power pla.it at Springer, N. SI.,
having purchased t he entire outfit
from Nathan i.ell. The new owners
ire now making plans'' to add more
equipment.
One innn Is dead and four in jail at
Carrizozo, N. M., as a result of a fight
lit Arabeln, in a remote section In the
eastern part of Lincoln county, news
uf which readied Carrizozo with t lit
bringing In of the four prisoners. Alfredo Fresquez was fatally Injured
when his s ull was crushed with a
stove which was hurled tit him in the
fight.
Vicente Toriblo, a Jerome miner,
wns found gui'ty uf assaulting Lulz
Diaz, a fellow employe of the Little
Daisy mine at Jerome, by a jury In the
Superior Court at Phoenix.' Vicente
was alleged to have fired four shots
at Diaz on a dark street In Jerome
last September. Diaz was hit twice
und was confined to a hospital for sevm

Three persons were instantly killed

John Wmiuimikcr died

in

l'hllailcl-- ;

il.ia

und one bnii'y injured when the automobile in which the four passengers
were riiling was struck by Santa Fe
train No. lil at a grade crossing twenty miles south of Kingman, Ariz. The
dead are: Mrs. L'ldon nmighn, W. A.
Neal, Jr., and Charles II. Scott.
Paughn suffered u broken leg und

recently.
slight earthquake shock w:is t'.t
in .Missoula, Jlotit., recently. liesiilentM
wore awakened, pictures shaken from
walls ami dishes rattled. No damage
was reported.
Another supposed blackliiind inurilel ather severe Injuries.
was added to the death toll of ChicaJoven Victor Unrein, an employe a
when
Hosier de
go's Italian colony
the Holy Cross hospital at Deming,
.Marco was found lying in the street
was almost Instantly killed when the
sawed-of- f
Willi twelve slugs from it
dirt on the top of the trench in which
shotgun la his body.
be wns working, caved In, covering his
Frank l.eroy Chance, who will
body ten the depth of several feet. The
the Huston club of the American trench was about twelve feet deep nnd
rel.os
vhgeles
League, before leaving
three feet wide und many laborers
cently for the Kast, signed Orvie Over- worked madly for some time to save
t
all, formerly n pitcher for lie Chicago him, but he was dead when his body
club of the National League, to beconio was finally found.
his assistant in the lied Sox manageCarlton Thayer Converse of Housment, according to statements pubton, Texas, athlete and junior at the
lished l:i
Angeles.
university of Arizona, wus almost inFive thousand American Indians stantly killed when
his racing car
near Grand Iliver, turned over on the Nogules road, at a
who have lived
Out., since 37SI, and who insist that point about one mile south of Tubnc.
they are a sovereign people not an- J. II. McOibbeny und Lewis Carpenter,
swerable to the Canadian government, who were passengers In the machine,
have appealed to the League of Nawere more or less injured. The
tions through the Dutch government
Is attributed to the fact that the
for settlement of their dispute with car, which Converse was driving, was
Canada, it was learned in New York not.
flipped with light.
City.
Jo..n Andrews, 0, son of Mr. and
Twenty-threof the twenty-seveMrs. P. E. Andrews, of Blsbee, claims
persons who have been missing siuce the world tricycle record. The other
the tug Kellance struck on the rocks day the boy started for a ride. Late In
off Llzzard Island, near Sault Hie Ma- the afternoon a police officer In Doug-larie, Out., have been suved, according
halted him for riding his tricycle
to reports from the lug tJrey, which on a sidewalk. Douglas is twenty-eigh- t
readied the wreck. Karlier reports miles from llishee. Little John, ac
said that all hope for the lives of cording to his story, pedaled the twen
twontv-sevevanished with the find
tulles in about 9 hours, 34 min
ing of two overturned lifeboats known iates and 40 seconds. He wns returned
to have carried the party.
'o Ulsbee In an automobile.
liainbrldge Colby, secretary of state
Construction of several miles of forIn President Wilson's cabinet, has an est roads in Arizona will be held up
'
nounced that his law partnership with next year through the reduction
y
the former President would terminate Congress of the forest highway fund
Dec. lit, at the expiration of their co In the national budget, according to ofan ficials of the State Highway DepartThe
agreement.
partnership
nouncement was made from the New ment. The amount to be appropriated
York offices of Wilson & Colby.
for this work ir. the United States In
Menifee county, Kentucky's moon Hie new budget Is $3,000,000 as comshine war has ended after a week of pared with $8,500,000 last year.
campaigning In the hill country. Fed
New Mexico's receipts during the
eral prohibition enforcement forces lust fiscal year, ended Nov. 30, amountemerged victors, but not until three ed to .$8,71C,2oo.71, according to State
agents had been slain in clashes with Treasurer O. A. Matson's report, fot
the outlaws. To balance their losses fie year, filed at the governor's office.
the federal men counted Robert Hal- - Expenditures during the same period
lard, reputed leader of the moonshin- totaled ?fl,8S0, 124.47.
The balance or
ers, dead ; his brother, Charles, woundI'und at the beginning of the year was
.
ed und a fugitive In the hills.
1,01)0.41, and at the close,
lirotherhoods
The Transportation
National Paul;, the sixth of Its kind in
i.'hestor Sierrlll, Iiisbee rent car dri
America, opened for business in Min- ver of Douglas, was held up at the
neapolis recently with initial deposits point of a gun by two men who had
,
of more than fld.OOO during the first hired him to drive them to Naco,
hour of business. The bank is capicompelled to climb Into the rear
talized at $3)0,000, und will be opersent mid submit to having his hands
ated on a plan similar to the Engineers tied behind him, and was driven to
Ilank of Cleveland. The Douglas, where he escaped by leaping
stock is held by members of the four to the ground when the car passed
transportation brotherhoods of the over the main street at the north end
Northwest.
uf town.
While the main lobby of the LiveOfficials of the federal government
In Kansas
stock Exchange building
nd of four states were In Yuma for
commission-mecattle
the opening of the trial of Alva E.
City was filled with
and stockyards employes three Smith, once known as "the boy bank
bandits shot and probably futallv er," nnd now chnrged with having
wounded Thomas F. A. Henry, credit wrecked tliu Parker Valley Ilank at
manager of the Drovers National Uunk Parker, Ariz., laat summer, and having
end escaped with loot reported to be diverted $40,000 of Its assets to his
A

mun-ug-

e

accl-de-

e

n

5,308,-'!0..j-

Son-ora-

n

$40,000.

own use.

Alfred Lambert, son of a well-knowfamily of Chatham, Ont., was killed by
electrocution while working In his radio studio erected at the rear of his
home. Whence came the current that
killed him Is not jet known.

Miss Catherine Knclnas was found
guilty of first degree murder for the
(laying of Dr. W. O. Itondall, promi
nent Florence physician, by a Jury In
Superior Court at Florence. The Jury
eei riiaeiiiied life Imprisonment.

DEATH

RECEIVE

WITH

m
HAPPINESS

TRAINS.

TV YOU would get your full share of
happiness out of life, you must at
ill times contribute happiness to

GIVEN DEATH PENALTY
flUMOR

SAYS
EAM0N
LERA HAS BEEN

DE

VA.

AR-

RESTED.

Dublin. Four
men and
railway
throe laborers were executed here for
Interfering with trains in County KI1dare.
The seven men executed were cap
tured Nov. 13 by Free State troops
In u house, the location of which was
not learned.
Willi them a quantity
af stolen goods, rifles und ammunition
was found.
The men were tried by a military
committee and sentenced to death on
the charge of train wrecking.
The men are reported to have been
members of the Jtepublicun army.
'J'he official army report of the ex
ecutions gives the names of the men
as Stephen White nud Patrick Bugnel
of Klldure, laborers; Joseph Johnston
and Patrick Mangan of Kildarc, rail
way workers; James O'Connor of Bun- sha, TIpperary, and Patrick Nolan oj
Itulhbride, railw ay workers, and Iirian
Moore of ltatlibride, laborer.
They were urrested, with others, at
ltatlibride, County Kildare, says the
official report, which adds that they
were found guilty by a military com
mittee of possessing, without proper
uulhorlty, ten rifles, L'OO rounds of
four bombs with detonators
und one exploder.
The executed men were part of a
gang which wus held responsible for
ambushes
and
troop train attacks,
lootings in the region of Kildare.
The Jtev. Father Donnelly attended
the executions and prayed with the
men before they met death. The condemned men hud been allowed to communicate with relatives.
Itepiiblicun Irregulars recently made
attacks i n both Dublin und Cork, In
Dublin
they
attempted to raid tlu
home of the son of Lord ttlenavy,
The house
president of the Senate.
was set on fire, hut not destroyed.
The Free State barracKs were at
tacked at Cork.
Eimionn de Vniera la reported to
have been deposed by the Republicans,
who claim he is not sufficiently ag
gressive. A runror that De Valera had
been arrested has been circulated here.
Dump Carloads of Apples in River.

Ten thousand carloads

Washington

of apples are to he dumped into the
Columbia river by the farmers of
Washington state, while consumers In
Eastern cities are now paying 10 cents
apiece for the same fruit, according to
telegram from John Qulacy Adams,
president of the Farmers' Union of
that stute, which was read in the Senate by Senator Smith W. Urookhart,
member of the progressive Republican
group.
Unnamed Ship Is Found.
West Palm Beach, Fin. Local cus
toms officials have a runaway sloop
on their hands at Lake Worth. The
vessel, registering thirty-fiv- e
tons, was
brought Into port by two negro fishermen, who reported they found it under
full sail in the Gulf stream, fourteen
miles off Jupiter. The vessel was un
niunned, although n good
supply of
provisions was aboard and there was
evidence that It had only recently been
abandoned.

ithers.

When a little cloud of doubt comes
between you and your dearest friend,
Dr an angry word
pops off unexpected-'.In n healed nrgument, hasten wlth-Jt- it
delay to obliterate It. If you have
lieen at fault lose not a moment In
nuking an apology.
Do not brood over Imagined offenses,
for It Is often that brooding adds fuel
to a flame which, If let alone, would
'Jle out of Its own accord.
Many lives have been utterly wrecked
find thousands of hopes Masted by
bestowing too much thought on petty
trifles nnd Idle words whose meanings
had been go warped and twisted that
they became monstrous offenders, when
In
reality they were mere feather
weight nothings.
There Is nn Innate proneness In all
of us to sail under false colors nnd to
misjudge our most Intimate friends,
so we turn our bucks upon the bright
and beautiful, head our frail craft to
ward darkness to make love to our
own ugly souls, while we bestow hate
upon the fair souls of our lntlmntes.
And while we habitually do these
absurd things, we become more and

stressed here by Josephus Danformer secretary of the navy.
"Recent
Mr. Dnnlels said,
events,"
'demonstrate that the disarmament
conference failed in Its purpose. England und Japan, it would appear, got
the best of the United States in the
to scrap capital ships,
agreement
placing no restrictions upon construction of light vessels and aircraft."
wns

Orders Liquor Taken Back.
Philadelphia. Declaring that United
States prohibition agents violated the
fourth amendment of the constitution
In making ruble without proper search
In
the
warrants, Judge Thompson,
United States District Court, dismissed
two liquor cases- Involving several hundred thousand dollars. Liquor and
wines valued at $.'100,000 were ordered
returned to the warehouse of J. L.
I.lpschutz, where It had been seized by
dry agents.
-

Rewards fcr Capture of Bandits.
Denver.
The city of Denver,
through Mayor Dewey C. Bailey, offered n reward of $10,000 for the capture, dead or alive, of the biindils who
held up messengers of the Federal Reserve bank In s'ruiit of the mint nnd
Ki,000 after killing
escaped with
Charles T, I.lnton, one of the guards,
The city also offers $2,500 for Information leading to the apprehension ot
any one of the gang. The Federal Reserve bank of Kansas City has offered a reward of $1,000.

T'VE beard of men so awful mean
They'd skin a flea for hide and
tallow ;
Or lick a soup bowl slick and clean.
No matter If 'twere deep or shallow.
more estranged and less Inclined to I've heard of men so mean of heart
They'd squeeze down hard on ev'ry
he reasonable.
dollar
Even while we are In these deplorable humors, Happiness stands smil- Dntll the goddess fell apart
And was compelled to loudly "holler."
ing beside us, but we stubbornly refuse
to put out your arms to embrace her.
Anil In this manner we become an I've heard of men so mean and "neat"
The thought of wear gave them keen
eternal puzzle to ourselves and our
twinges,
associates.
Who among the earthly hordes can And so they climbed the fence for fear
To swing the gate would wear out
understand the human heart, always
hinges.
pretending to seek Content, yet locking
the door when Content would enter And once I knew a man so mean
His heart was wont to quickly flutter
and abide In peace?
board were seen
Preaching one thing and practicing If children at his
To use molasses on bread and butter.
nnother has more to do with the cheerfulness and the gloom of the wortd
than most of us suspect, yet many of But of all men described as mean
There's one who's worse than all the
us, wittingly or Ignorantly, continue to
others j
the
to
without
pursue
folly
pausing
His heart so small, his soul so lean.
consider the result.
That all good thoughts he quickly
After all, happiness Is not far away,
smothers.
but within our own doubting hearts,
nnd If we bemoan its loss with sin- He Is so mean, and always was,
That as excuse for never saying ,
cerity, nil we have to do to reclaim It
Is to sacrifice pique and pride, and Be says there Is no
And he's the meanest
pay court to It like a passionate lover.
1933. by McClur Newapaper Syndicate.)
(IS by win M.
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When the sunshine filled the sky,
And the days were long,
fhen we went, my heart and I,
Hunting, wltn a song
For a slKh.
Now when flights are long,
And the winds are hiKh,
3o we, though with faith less strong.
Hunting, with a sign,
For a song.
Margaret Vandergrift.
FOOD FOR THE FAMILY
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sponge.

Bread Sponge Cake.
Take one and one-hal- f
cupfuls of
of a cupful of
sugar, three-fourth- s
eggs, one-Shortening, two well-beate- n
fourth of a cupful of sweet milk, two
cupfuls of light bread sponge, three
cupfuls of Hour, one teuspoonful of
soda, spices nnd rnlsins to taste. Mix
well, let rise and bake In a large bread
pan or In smaller loaves.

Stuffed Figs.
Figs are one of our most valuable
fruits and they are usually reason
able In price. Cut a small slit In the
In
stem-enof pulled figs and
one or two blanched almonds. An
other nice filling Is a mixture of almond paste, walnut and hickory nuts
to which hau been added enough
orange juice or cream to hold the mixture together. A portion of the soft
meat of the fig is removed and the
paste Is then Inserted with a pointed
spoon or knife. Press the opening to
gether and roll the tig In granulated
d

Strain into buttered
and the milk.
molds, set in a pnn of hot water nnd
bake until firm. Test by thrusting in
to the center a steel or silver knife; if
It comes out clean, the custard Is done
and should be taken from the bent and
cooled

at

once.
Noodles.

Beat one egg slightly, add
r
of a tenspoonful of salt,
ter teaspoonful of baking powder, one
Bugur.
tablespoonful of cold water and sufCoffee Custard.
ficient flour to make a stiff dough.
Scald two cupfuls of milk with two Roll out as thin as a sheet of paper,
tablespoonfuls of ground coffee and dredge with flour and let dry, then roll
strain after the coffee is well steeped. up nnd cut In strips. Drop Into boilBeat three eggs lightly, add
ing hot soup and cook ten to fifteen
of a cupful of sugar, a pinch of salt, minutes.
A nice luncheon dish which may be
of a teaspoonful of vanilla

prepared from cooked noodles is as
follows: LltJS a buttered baking dish
with cooked noodles, pour over a custard made of two beaten eggs, one cup
f
ful of milk,
cupful of finelj
minced ham, and one tablespoonful ol
mtneeit nnrstpir. Turn over thnnorwYlea.
mixing well. Set Into a moderate ove
and bake until the custard is set.
one-hal-

one-qua-

s.

1923,

Western Newspaper
0-

-

Union.)

one-fourt-

Uncommon L
Sense

Claims Arms Conference Failed.
Wichita, Kan. What he termed the
failure of the disarmament conference
held In Washington some time ago
iels,

By WILL M. MAUPIN

By F. A. UMLKER

FOR INTERFERING

la.

saved.
William Pepper, an Englishman em
ployed by t lie Canadian l'ucific Kail-wa- y
Company in Its trans I'acific
steamship service, was stubbed to
death, on the main street of Yokohama
by u Japanese whom he had disus u member of u launch
charged
crew,
the slayer surrendered to the
police.
President tiabriele Narutowicz of
the liepubllc of Poland Was assassini ted at Warsaw.
He was elected one
week before, hein
the first president
of the republic. President Narutonicz
was shot to ileatli at the opening of
in art exhibition. Three slmis were
fired, all watering the president's body.
Death was instantaneous.
The soviet government of Vladivos
tok, which recently took over the administration of tlio city and surrounding territory, known as the Prlmoria,
has ordered the consuls of Fi ance and
en other countries to close their con
sulates mid leave I lie I'rimoria. The
consulates of the Fnilcd Stales, (treat
I'.ritain. Italy, (lenminy and Austria
wei'i; not ordered closed and may continue to function.
eral weeks.

U2NERAL

Something to Think About

New Mexico

court-martia-

ed to lift the .embargo on the departure
of Christians from Anatolia., which be
came effective after the expiration of
the time limit. Christians are now free
to leave when they desire.
Two arrests have been mnde In con
nection with the shooting of Mason
Mitchell, American consul at Valettu,
Maltu. Mr. Mitchell Is suffering from
a flesh wound In the left side which is
said to be not of a serious nature.
Twelve persons were reported miss,
ing from the French hospital ship
which caught fire in the
Sea of Marmora.
Karller In the day
the United States destroyer liainbrldge
which had gone to the rescue of the
French ship, had reported all on board

THE MEANEST MAN

SEVEN REBELS

from All Over

1

The Kemallst government has decid-

IN

IRISH EXECUTE

Southwest News

marks,
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AS OLD AS HIS
YOU

b?ahKe
HOPE

can't llvo on hope, of course.
neither can you live with-

out It.

The surest sign of growing old Is the
fading of hope.
The best Indication that a man still
has youth and a future, Is the tenacity
with which he clings to his hope.
You smile at the rainbow chaser, but
he Is far more lil ely to get something
worth while out of life than the cynic
or the pessimist.
lou cun't catch even a street car
without wnnting to catch It, and you
will never catch even the rim of happiness without hope.
Don't be afraid of hope. --And don't
be afrnld to hope high, and hard.
Make your hopes great enough, and
If you realize 25 per cent of them you
will finish far ahead of your neighbor.
The doughboys who went to war hoping to come home colonels

'

or

generals

Mine Mules Retain Sight.
The mule of the coal mine spends
years of his life In darkness underground, yet In spite of disuse and un
like other animals, he does not lose his
jyeslght. So veterinarians In the an
thracite region have determined. With
this announcement the veterinarians
exploded a theory held by many for
ears that because he did not have
any use for his eyes, the mule lost his
sight. The coal mine mule usually begins life like any common furm mule.
Once hs becomes a mln worker, how

didn't all achieve their ambition.
But a lot of them came back lieutenants, and still more came back with
D. S. C.'s and Croix de Guerre.
Those who went to war despondently came back, most of them, but they
came back privates, and opportunity,
which they never hoped for, passed
them by.
o
youth, which all men want to hold
as long as they can, feeds on hope.
A distinguished lawyer, seventy-fivyears old, is today in Europe doing an
LOW BRIDGE.
Important work for his country. He
Where did you
will succeed, because though his physlearn to dtp so
ical strength has waned, his hope
elegantly, JYBdJU
bums as high as ever.
Braking on
You will have trials and discourfreight for three
black
and
but
hours,
agements,
hope
years, Mm,
will enrry you through them. Cling
to It and you will live and die with a
youthful heart. Give them up and
desolation will cloud your autumn
Many Birds Able to Talk.
Besides the parrot there are mor
years and despair will accompany
than 20 different kinds of birds thai
you to your grave.
talk.
(Copyright by John Blake.)
e

He Is sent far
ever, things change.
under ground Into the dark workings
of the hard coal mines, and there he
stays, often for the remainder of his
life. Being a hardy animal, he sometimes remains in the mines for 20
years without seeing daylight.

Weather Prophet.
This Plant
The abrus or earthquake plant Is
a curious plant which grows wild In
Cuba and India. Claims are made
for It- that It is a real prophet The
first man who made a study of the

llf

(ft

claims of the plant as a weather
prophet was Baron Nowack, an Austrian, whose success In predicting a
thunder storm so caught the Imnglna-tloof the king of England that he
Is said to have Invited Nowack to
London to broadcast the plant with
what result history seems to have left
unrecorded. It Is said that when an
earthquake is about to be born the
abrus changes color, in company with
the appearance of a spot on the sun.
At any rate, the natives of Cuba and
India frequently consult this oracle.

n
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TWO AND TWO DO
NOT MAKE FOUR

With Sharp Edge Compels
Motorist to Drive Out.

DAMAGED

EASILY

ARE

completed.
Added to

the safety and economic
appeal to the motorist, this typf
"sells itself readily to the taxpayej
through Its permanence, luck of main
tenance cost and beauty of design
A
street may be 86 feet wide,
or may be considerably less. The lit
tle
slope on .the curved curt
makes all the difference In the world,
It might make the difference between
life and death.
t
A
tire Is a hidden menace.
The motorist whose tires have suffered
from curbing injury is riding over a
volcano. He cannot see the breaking
down of the interior fabric. He does
not know It exists until the roar of
the blowout comes as a belated warn

the

of

Curbing.

rim-cu-

"Do two and two always make
four?"
This Is not the prologue to a vaudeville wheeze, nor Is It the opening
wedge for an Intricate and technical
dlssertatloo upon the ramifications of
some such subject as Integral calculus.
The answer as you may have expected is "No." The reasons simple, logical and uncontrovertible truths based
apon actual experiment. Any motor- lotsuffered the torture of
u),.
outs on some lonely
We
directly to "stone
' or
any other of
that come of too
' association with tne ancient saw-- i
iatt edged curbing, will rise in
Vdl
defense of the statement once
reads the facts assembled.
For argument we will suppose that
the street that fronts your home is 36
feet wide from curb to curb, and that
the particular type of curbing used, Is

-

ing,

"Two and two
four."

do

not always make
v

LOCATE SOURCE OF RATTLES
Car Having Had Several Seasons of
Wear Invariably Develops Irritating Noises.

The car which has had several sea
sons of use Invariably
develops
squeuki and rattles from vibration
and wrar, and In many cases from
lack of nttentlon In oiling and In adjusting. To locate the sources of
noise b a matter of systematic ex
amination and testing, which should
be donf after all dust and mud have
itralght
and as Is usually the case where this been washed away, nuts and bolts
tightened, lubricating passages cleaned
type is In use, sharp of edge.
and the car thoroughly oiled and
Rounded or Sloping Faca.
Going further in the process of ar greased.
gument we will suppose that this Is
replaced by a cement curb with a GRABBING CLUTCH TROUBLES
ira-at-e

square-cornere-

Car Is Jerked

f

4

V

't'

Cement

Rounded

r?tJ

fed
Curb.

rounded or sloping face, graduating
approximately two inches in from the
.road at the top and equipped with
funded corners.
How much wider, then, would the
effective surface of your street
with this change? "Four Inches"
you say, adding the two and two of
each side. You're wrong.
The effective width of the street becomes Increased at least 24 Inches, and
possibly three or four feet. Motorists
Ivlll see the reason for this at once.
NTo careful driver will
squeeze his cur
close to a
perpendicular
curbing. He knows that disastrous
Injuries to the tire fabric will result.
sharp-tippe-

d,

Starting and Need

In

Strain

Is Involved

for

motorist

is sometime?
know just what
shape his hearings are In anil
does not know how to test
them. Connecting rod bearings
should be tested by tapping
them very gently with a hammer and watching for play.
For the crank shaft bearings,
rock the shaft a little hard with
pptcocks open;, if you can do
this the bearings are all right.
Tho

pulled

to

For safety, economy and driving
ease, all brake operating parts should
be kept well lubricated.
'

3

Except for removing grease or oil
spots, soup should never be used when
washing the body of a car.
Are you 'sure that the universal
joints are getting the attention and
lubrication they deserve?

-

Curbing
Avoided.

Is

to

Be

The noise cop made further suggesMr. Silbersteln made more and
similar observations, vanishing in a
pall of gasoline smoke, language and
tions.

noise.

The noise policeman reported to P.
Combs, Jr., chief of the "noise
cops." He reported to Doctor Bunde-sewho opined that Mr. Silbersteln
S.

I"

"

OS

ANGELES.

And

now

d

mlsunder
had been unfortunate
stand the Importance of the healtt
department campaign against unnec
essary noises.
"Call him on the phone and explaii
It to him," the commissioner directed
"Chief" Combs did so.
"If the commissioner of health hai
any business with me let him call mt
himself," said Mr. Sllbersteln, point
edly. Doctor Bundesen did so.
"If you want to talk to me, com
down to my office," ordered Sllber
stein, noisily banging up the receiver
"I'm convinced that this Silbersteli
wit!
person doesn't want to
us. Get a warrant for him. We'll tall
to him In front of a judge," said Doc
tor Bundesen.
When brought to Doctor Bundesen'.'
office, Sllbersteln denied emphatically
screed
that he shot a
from the siren of his car as he turned
from State street Into Garfield boule
vard. He said he never was on Gar
field boulevard In his life.
"You can tell that to the judge,'
said Doctor Bundesen,
Sllbersteln let It be known that hli
Doctor Bundesei
car Is a
noticed that the license records show
Sllbersteln's car as a
He admitted switching license tags oi
the two cars without notifying th
secretary of state. Doctor Bundesei
ordered that In addition to the noise
making charge, the charge of switch
ing tags be placed against him.
block-lon-

W7.

s.i
maim
5is

i-
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Here Is the mammoth
crane Kearsnrge tied up alongside.
floating crane, considered a
as the stationary crane in spite of
3"p0-to-

stationary crane nt the Philadelphia navy yard, with the newly completed floating
The Kenrsarge recently completed successful tests, lifting 812 tons. The Kear-sarg- e
most remarkable marine development, Is capable of lifting nearly as heavy a cargo
the fact that It Is much smaller.

Celebration for Famous Landmark of London
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muscular action slid
of
will find a new Joy In her work and
new capabilities, which had lain dor-mathrough poor blood circulation
and Improper state of mind.
"There is the dance of the war
rlor, the peasant and the priest. Whj
not the dance of the stenographer
the clerk, the cook?" she asks
"Through an appeal to the working
girl's love of beatrty of face, figure
and expression more can be accom
pllshed than by the Ineffective metlk
ods of precept and much-abuse- d
teneti
of
cults."
Miss d Annelle came to Los An
geles to take up her duties In the new
club for working girls.
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The Society of Lincoln's Inn of London celebrated the other day, with commemorative services and a banquet,
600th annlversury of Its occupation of the present site. The photograph shows the old square and gateway of
building which Is familiar to all American tourists.

DAVIS IS A REAL FARMER

Medal Awarded Heroine of Flood
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land. The figures do not Include New
York, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago.
San Francisco, St. Louis, Los Angelei
or other cities of approximately theli
population. The combined population
of the 60 reporting cities Is less that
8,000,000.
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If the same ratio is maintained
throughout the rest of the United
States, not less than 500,000 automo
biles have been used during the pasl
three years In the fight against hlgl
rents.
Nationwide
DETROIT.
the uses to which the
Baltimore and Detroit are tied fot
motorcar Is put by Its purchasers, first place In the number of motor
cars used primarily to carry worken
conducted by the National Automobile
Chamber of Commerce, discloses that to and from their work each day. li
in 135,000 Instances In 60 cities each case the number Is aproxlmnte
throughout the country the motorcar ly 25,000. Louisville is rated next, Ir
has been used as a vehicle of relief returns compiled thus far, with 20,000
from high city rentals. The owners Oak Park, 111., and Cleveland are rated
of this number of automobiles have at 5,000 cars each; Toledo at 3,500:
moved from the city to the suburbs Tampa, Fla., Dayton, O., Pasadena
and depend solely upon their cars for Cal., and Casper, Wyo., at 3,000 each
transportation between their offices Eight. cities Danville, 111.; Waterloo

j
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Thus far the Investigation Is Incom
plete. The 60 cities from which reports have been received Include only
three of the chief cities, of the country, Baltimore, Detroit and Cleve

Nice Boy but a Devastating Appetite

Governor-elec- t

PREMIER OF GREECE

Bryan Having Good Time in Panama

Mm

was a
NEW
olack-eye- d
boy, not much
more than two years old, on the New
Orleans car of a train which renched
the Pennsylvania station at 0 a. m.
He was such a boy as is enveloped In
tho
embraces of wealthy looking
grandparents or uncles or aunts on
YORK.

y

Jonathan Davis oi
Kansas Is "real folks" and when he
was elected the people of his state
paid him the highest honor In their
Vail
for
medal
Announcement has just been made of the awarding of the
power. Mr. Davis Is a "dirt farmer"
heroism to ten employees of the American Bell Telephone company. Among In every sense of the word. It's his
la.; Nashville, Tenn. ; Winston-SaleN. C; Tulsa, Okla.; Houston, Tex.j thoso thus recognized Is Mrs. Josephine
Pryor, chief operator of the Mountain business and he has made a success
and
Va.,
Richmond,
Bellinghara States Telephone company at Pueblo, Col., for the "cournge, devotion to duty of It. Here he Is snnpped with some
Wash. are reported to the chambei and resourcefulness in time of danger" she displayed during the terrible flood of his little
porkers.
as having 2,000 cars each which bavd of June. 1021, Mrs. Pryor also receives $2"0.
been devoted to this purpose.

nd homes.

There

Soap and emery powder, mixed to a
the train platform, and the porter,
paste, Is excellent for polishing
metul parts of a car.
who had mothered him all the way
In consequence he parks from six
from Shreveport, La., was looking
inches to a foot away from the curb.
There Is no hill too steep for an forward confidently to such a demonThe serviceable wljth of the street Is
He expected It to be at
cut down Just tint many Inches. If automobile to climb, If the car Is in stration.
car parks dlretrtly across the street, good condition and properly handled. least a $10 party.
To his chagrin, there was no party
multiply the decrease by' two.
When swinging around a turn or in
The
t all. Nobody met the boy.
A rounded cement curb with a slocar remember that porter waited with hlm,to make cerping surface permits the auto owner passing another
to park his car .flush with the bottom the bumper protrudes several Inches, tain, until the cars were taken to the
of the curbing. There Is no possibil- and allowance must be made for prop- yards, for he was out the price of the
boy's meals during the trip, and if
ity of Injury to his tires, and the en- er clearance.
there were any relatives around he
tire center of the street becomes effecDon't leave your automobile stand- aimed to meet them.
tive ' for traffic.
ing under a tree that throws off a
It was a somber looking porter in
Sharp Corners Dangerous.
to re- deed who led the youngster to the
Sharp corners make intersections gummy substance, as It Is bard
dangerous for driving and the insani- move and may eventually spoil the matron's room in the station. The
train was Just pulling out of Shrevetary collection of refuse and dirt paint on your car.
port, he said, when a woman raced
against the sharp curb wall Is done
Tires of an automobile," when Jn alongside his car with a greenback in
away with. The first rain flushes the
use energy equal to one hand and the boy in the other.
gutter immediately, and this sanitary good condition,
f about four horsepower, or a large pro
The porter accepted both and also
feature of the sloping curb
portion of the power of the car.
the woaiaa'a statement that the boy
1J strongly to property owners.
Square-Cornere-

V

Times Change and Dancing With Them

Testing Bearings.

Extra tires not In use on the car
should be stored In a cool, dark, dry
place.

'.r

v

Motor Cars Used to Fight High Rents

AUTOMOBILE
-

Louis Sllbersteln, 13,r0
Michigan avenue, turned
his screeching siren loose as he
swerved his automobile Into Garfield
boulevard from State street. According to one of Health Commissioner
Btmdesen's
130 specially deputized
'noise cops" the siren continued to
screech for one full block. The noise
cop overtook Mr. Sllbersteln and suggested to him that the screeching
siren was not conducive to the health,
safety, and general welfare of Chicago and Its citizens.
"Go to hell," observed Mr. Silber-IteiCHICAGO.

dancing with the mlndl Many
funny things have happened with the
Entire Mechanism.
passing of time and at one period
when a young woman who dared to
Grabbing clutch trouble is the o,- poslte of slipping. The clutch takes dance publicly with anything except
hold too suddenly, so thnt the car Is her feet was subject to an Immediate
But times
jerked In starting and needless strain trip to the hoosegow.
Is Involved for the entire power transchange so has dancing. Miss Irene
d'Annelle has arrived In Los Angeles
mitting mechanism.
Grabbing Is caused by too heavy to teach dancing with the mind.
"Dancing is merely an expression
spring pressure,: by facings that have
it primitive Instincts unless subjectbecome rough and dry, by end play
in the clutch shaft, by too tight nn ed fo the refining Influence of mental
says Miss d'Annelle.
adjustment. The driver who jams in processes,"
his clutch Is quite likely to produce "There is a philosophy in the dance
of peoples Just as there Is philosophy
a grabbing action.
in their religion, art or literature."
It is to. teach this philosophy In the
ADJUSTMENT OF AUTO DOORS
formation of a club that Miss d'An
has come to Los An
Wooden Wedges Placed Under Body nelle' says she
This club, which will be for
geles.
of Car Will Remedy Trouble In
working girls, is to be more than a
Opening and Closing.
refuge for tired bodies and a ren
When the doors on one side of the dezvous for gossip, she claims.
In pointing out the possibilities of
body of an automobile do not fit prop
Jance philosophy, Miss d'Annelle said
so
are
either
that
they
binding
erly,
hard to close or lit too loosely, with so that if the working girl Is given an
much clearance that the catch will not appreciative understanding of the
of movement and the benents
snap, the trouble may be remedied by beauty
placing wooden wedges under the body
of the car. Metal places may also be
used. In either case, the wedge should
be bolted through the frame so that
it will remain firmly In pluce.
less

ITT
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Life Getting Complex in the Big Cities
to so

36-fo-

Curb With Sloping Sur
face Permit Car Owner to Park
Hit Car Flush With Bottom

Navy Now Has Two of Worlds Most Powerful Cranes

6TORIES

process, concurrently with construe
tlon of the street, In which event It is
called "integral curb," or Is placed with
Curbing a
gutter unit, after the street has beeu

Straight

TIRES

Actual construction of this curb has
been so simplified by the development
of efficient forms and simple methods
that the cost usually Is less than that
of the old type. This Is true whethei
the curb Is made by the monolithic

ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO

f

s
would be met in New York. A mb
ment later he discovered that th
greenback was a $1 bill, that the boj
had an extra sailor suit In a packagi
tlckeJ
under his arm and a half-farto New York, but was otherwise un
prepared for the journey. He was I
nice boy, the porter said, but he ha
a devastating appetite.
From 6 a. m. until 5 p. to. the por
ter waited In thnt room, the matrom
scanning every one who entered, con
fldent that the relatives of so fasclnat
ing a boy would not neglect hlra long

'

1

e

.

recora-uend-

I

At five o'clock, however, they decided
to keep him no longer and called I
policeman, who took him to the Nen
York Society for the Prevention oi
Cruelty to Children.

9

William Jennings Bryan talking to u group of the young swimming members of the Red, White and Blue troupe, In the Balboa swimming pool, where
be was the guest of Governor Morrow of the Canal Zone and wafched the
children perform their swimming stunts.

Colonel Gonatas, who bended th
revolutionary movement which had lt
climax in the overthrow of King
has become the new premier
of

Greca

TTTT; RESEPVTii

Legacy Is Now
23 1 Years Behind
A- t-

Will of Col. Lewis Morris Left Advizing with those of Had Life and
Conversation, Contrary to my DirecSix PoOnds Sterling Antion and Example"
following
which, Colonel Morris leaves him 2,000
nually to Quakers.
acres in the Shrewsbury district In
New Jersey, "one of my best mares
Running In the Woods" and 2,000 ucres
DISCOVERED IN OLD RECORDS of land known ns "ilronxland" on the
north of the Harlem River.
Charged Againit "Bronxiand."
Arrears Without Any Interest Total
It was from this property that the
$6,468 No Record U Found of
six pounds left annually to the Friends
Any Payment From Bronx
Meeting was to be drawn.
Jonas
Landi of Testator.
Bronck, the original settler In 163!), had
received a charter from the Dutch West
New York. Through a search of one India company, and Lewis Morris, on
f the oldest records of the Surrogate's receiving his Inheritance, procured from
rourt. It has Just been discovered that Governor Fletcher In 1097 a royal
In the will of Col. Lewis
Morris, dated patent and founded the Manor of
December I, USUI, an annuul legacy of
6 was bequeathed to the Society of
Whether the bequest to the Quakers was ever made Is dllficult to
friends la New York.
Members of the Friends were very say, ond almost impossible to truce at
much surprised to hear of this old this late date, as the Xew York rec- Dequest, as there Is no trace today
)f any such fund among the records
)f either the meeting on Twentieth
Itreet or In the minutes of the Hlxltes
tn Fifteenth street.
An Investigation Is planned to aid
!n
the payment of past and future
mounts due from such a bequest, In
the event thut It should be nossihlfi

ADVOCATE.
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24 Children,

All Living,

i
i
i

Swiss Family's Record
Geneva. The family of a public servant named Ilngglln, of
Mensingen, In the Canton of Zug,
has recently been Increased by a
twenty-fourtAll
child.
the
children nre living and none of
them are twins. The eldest,

barrassed and avoided looking directly
at Caroline, whose own cheeks went

Popcorn and Pink
Lemonade

By H. LOUIS RAYBOLD
by JtluClura Nowipuper

IW.

M"RYTf!0

tjyndlciua.J

rosy.
Hilly unintentionally Increased the
tension.
"I guess," he begnn Inipor-tanlly"you'ro glad, Miss Caroline, I
told you my Uncle Jack was going to
take me to the circus. I guess '
Did
"Caroline!
you did
you
know "
"It was a satisfactory circus," said
Caroline. "Wasn't It?"
"Oh, Caroline." said Jack humbly,
so low that the children couldn't hear,
even if they had not been comparing
notes, "I'm sorry for all I said that
afternoon. Take me back and I'll
I'll be oflice boy I"
But Caroline, who still retained a
thrilling memory of the feel of Jack's
arm about her waist, shook her head
"Let's go Into partnership,
gently.
sue murmured, "and freeze out the
others !"
"Don't forget, Uncle Jack," remind
ed Billy, whose upbringing was dietetl- colly perfect "I can have some pop
corn nnd pink lemonade.
It's a spe
cial occasion, yon know!"
"A special occasion? I'll say It Is,
old man!" exclaimed bis uucle fer
vently.

Sure Relief

IIS H3
FOR INDIGESTION

Bell-an- s

1

- A sJ Hot wafer
Sure Relief
ELL-A- M

ki

REMOVE HORNS FROM CATTLE
"Well," said Uncle Jack at the
breakfast table, as he unfolded his
Where Clipper Can Be Used Stronj
liapklu with one flick, "I suppose next
la Satisfactory
Stanchion
week I have to make a sacrifice of
25MND 754 PACKAGES EVERYWHERE
myself, neglect my business, and waste
Casting Is Different.
the whole of a tare June afternoon,
llow about It, Blliy?"
There are many ways of confining
His young nephew, at the sound of
cattle that are to be dehorned. Where
ords of the Friends do not go hurt bis name, lifted uncompreliendin;
the horns are removed with a clipper
that far. There undoubtedly was nm eyes from ids matutlnul
a strong stanchion may be all that U
"What you say, Uucle
pie provision In the estate left by Col combination.
necessary, or a dehorning chute can be
onel Morris, for In the accounting mnd
Jack?" he asked.
made if a number have to be removed,
un, nothing. Nothing at all. At
but for one or two animals and where
following the proving of the will 84?
Kidney, liver, bladder and uric
alone w as due from the total of uegroci least, nothing of Importance. 1 mere
a saw is used a convenient method il add troubles are most'
dangerous
held by the Morris estate.
ly remarked"
here this exasperating
to cast the animal. For this purpose I because of their insidious
attacks.
jouug man paused, then added Im
casting harness such as the one shows
Heed the first warning they give
in the illustration and known as the
pressively "that the circus, the really,
Good Reason.
that they need attention by talcing
English hobble has been used with
"Jack isn't the same to mo mij truly "circus, stupeudous, unpara- lelled
In
In
results.
fact
an
good
throwing
LATHROP'S
more." "Did you see lilin wllh un
animal for any purpose it will b
Circus, Uncle Jack? Circus? Oh,
other!" "No; be saw me with anoth
Lncle
a
found
to
me?"
gosh,
take
convenient
and easy method.
Jack, going
er."
Now the reader must be Immediate
You can make this by placing a
HAARLEMU
ON THE BERKELEY
CAMPUS
ly disabused regarding Uncle Jack's
rope hobble around each pastern. Havi
321
apparent reluctance to go to the clrthe hobble tight enough so that il The world's standard re;
us. Uncle Jack would rather go to Scene Presented at University of Cali It won't slip down over the hoof, but
fornia Has Been Likened to
the circus than do ulmost nuvtliinir
loose enough to slip a rope between II
eases and strengthen W
Musical Comedy.
Ise, unless It were to spend the equlv-len- t
and the leg. After a hobble has beer
turtherattacks. Th
Look for tho nam!
hours In the company of Miss
On the University of California
box mod
attic
Caroline
Prescott an
alternative.
however, which was out of the ques- campus the sun blazes on a white camon
the white faces of huge new
pnnlle,
tion.
T
tn e.ftilant If
T..I... r..
.i.
For only yesterday Jack with con- buildings, on the mountainous, smooth
ords of both meet- II
mil
siderable vehemence for him, had told brown hills that climb up behind the
h Interested In the
one
that tantalizing young woman that he campus, and far out through the haze,
and
stated
legacy,
I"icen
was beastly sick of being lifth vice on the blue of Snn Francisco bay. In.
received such a
stead of sober New Knglnnd elms, ar
president in the firm of devoted Fetch
orris estate.
ltltudlnous, half tropical eucalyptus,
it
Catfonra 8op ! the farorltof or
Carriers
e
lor
her
aud
was
ladyship
wfetyratonhafins;.
elapsed since the
with rustling, gray green leaves and
to
sell
all
out
once
shares
ut
to
ready
the total amount due.
scent
aromatic
somehow reminds
that
the
latest
recoiner.
had
Caroline
"ould be
one of Australia or Kipling's India nnd
turned a retort discourteous, and, antis hiis one or i lie
other
one
of the vice presidents arriv- saddle horses and slightly arrogant
i'(l men of bis dny, and
Diagram ehowa how to throw an an
"colonlnls" In riding clothes.
ing inopportunely, Juck had taken un
Vees.snr or a lone line of
sv
The lawns are spotted with curious, mal. The rope nearest to the left side W. L. Douglas shoes are actually denoted. Vailesmen. through his brother.
abrupt departure.
of the drawing should be tied into the manded year after year by more
peoplo
trees,
Now the question reasonably arises low spreading, Japanese-lookin"apt. Richard .Morris, who fought mithan any other shoe in the world
ring hobble at 1, passed through rings
and
under
these
trees
students
squat
as
to
ller Cromwell.
Just
should
Juck
have
ex
why
3
the
BECAUSE
di'scendaiits
Among
and 4, and then back into
X.
on the grass with their books boys at 2,
"t
aere Lewis .Morris II, chief Justice of
pected any special consideration, He
surpaMinffly good shoes
and girls from California orchard nnd again. Then the rope, indicated on the EU forty-idid so on the grounds of
New York and governor of New Jer-ex
This
ex
yeart.
having
country, Filipinos, Russians, right, should be slowly pulled. In the perience of nearly half a cen; his son, Itobert
squired Caroline ever since he hud vineyard
oenter
ehowa
Morris, governor
in
the
shoes
with
suitable
tury
the
making
hobble,
nnd
Chinese. The campanile bells
ring For Hen
3f Pennsylvania and chief Justice of
first held her miniature umbrella over Japs
and Women in ail
attached,
iralks of life should mean
New Jersey; while the four sons of the
her head on the way to kindergarten chime, nnd out of the white buildings
to you when you
omethinff
In droves there have been
shoes and are looking
aud ot having asked her to marry him they pour
succeeding generation Included Morris
applied to each of the four pasterns, need
tor the best shoe values for
as
as
at
15,000
many
undergraduates
III. one of the signers of the Pedum-- i
tie n rope into the hobble on a fore four money.
ever since she was sevsa
In corduroy trousers
Uon of Independence and a
enteen and he nineteen some five or Berkeley boys
limb, then pass the rope through the WLDOUGLAS
general in
..l,,M1B,.-M(,jiiBt.(1jjiij
In
nnd
class
nnd
caps, girls
pink
sky. hobble on the opposite fore limb. Then
Ihe Iievolutloiiiiry war, and his brother.
six years ago. But with each
material and workpassing
in.: ciiiuiKc nun nas come over iuriey tuny l,e appreciated bv this nlioto year she had added new charms and blue silk sweaters, in all sorts of cos run It backw ard through the hobble on quality,
Gouvprneiir, minister to France, pamanship are better than ever
before: only by examining
triot and t'lilted Suites svnjitor,
graph of a throng of women waiting in Constantinople to greet the Kennilist piquancies which attracted new admir- tumes, from severe black and white the bind leg of the same side, then tbemcan
you appreciate their
collars to French heels and picture across
i oices. i p to a snort tune ago not one of them would
HOYS ftlKDKfl
upenor qualities.
have dared to appear ers until it looked us if her
through the hobble on the opt
Converted by George
hats.
In public unless her face was coxcred with a
No
Where You Lire ir. L
Mattv
hind limb, and then forward
veil, but the custom of centuries companion would be crowded out of
posite
Douglat name
hoe dealera can supply you and ktrtrait
In the pause between recitations yon
Having met Cleorge i'ox, tlie founder Is being abandoned,
il the
the running.
through the king hobble, or hobble In with W. L.
shoes. If oat iH0vs ihoil
of the Quakers, during a successful
will see a great covey of these airy,
Dot
Tradi
Hark in
to
convenient
call at one
the
tied.
was
which
first
So
much
rope
the
for
preliminaries which fairy coeds laughing at one end of a
of our 110 stores in the larfre world. Itttandllor
fenture In the West Indies at Karlm- hiahat ttnndard
When you pull up on the rope this cities, ask your shoe dealer the
helped to bring about Billy's circus broad marble
of quality at the
entrance, while a crowd
jos, wnere t oloni'l Morris and his
for W. L. Douglas shoes.
est possible: tost. The
ivill
and
four legs together,
all
and
trip.
bring
he
unreasonable
airainst
exuberant,
name
ana price si
and
with
nn
enrnestness
of
nbnn
lmd
Brother, lildiunl,
large ilantntlous,
ns one person docs this have some one profits is iruaranteed by the plainly
trotted along by his uncle's side and donboys,
Itamped on
Ihe IoLMrv to ilin i.'ii,.i,,i i,.
Impossible nt 11 o'clock In the
name and price stamped on the sole.
v,.i.i.
over
the
the
animal
explored
environs
of
push
sole
(away
the
the
of
before
dusty
gently
every
u
In
pair
more
kas u result of the conversion of Col- Mtitufcisros-insti- ,
the
morning
far OMitef.
from the one pulling on the rope). ine BiiuwB wave tue mvwry.
grounds, poked peunuts at the
5iiel Morris to thut fuith.
Kefuse substitutes, rncos
East, nre roaring "close" harmony at
elephunitSj gazed rapturously the other. To anyone accustomed to Then tie the rope around the feet so are the same everywhere.
Tlit will reads, iti part us follows:
at South American anteateis and Aus- the stern monnsticlsm of
MtirnKania i It nfi ritalMthe animal cannot get free. As soon To
tn your tnn handlrt
Cambridge
"I give and bequeathe to my
l
Prwidrut 0
tralian marsupials suddenly und un or
vohqiom tnori.wme loaaysor w.M..Ioufjlat & AesUe.
It Is like a scene from a as the nnimnl is down have nn assist
Princeton,
txcluiwe
William
e
10 Spark
friend,
righli to handle thit
r
I'enn, my
the
down
ant
the
head
scientifically become neighbors, and musical
keep
by holding
lmctutong,Quictturn-ovtrUiBr&eMon, Mmm
Arthur Ruhl In
comedy.
man, i'nlT, provided
the said
neck against the ground. After the
finally In the awed silence of expecHarper's.
I'enn shall come to dwell In Ameru, S. Bureau of Mines Conducts have failed to develop any practical tancy, entered the big tent and headed
operation Is over, untie and remove
ica."
method of using wireless waves fot for grandstand seats.
the rope and hobbles. A leather strap
i
Giant Butterflies.
"I glva mid bequeathe unto the
Experiments Through Fifty
nderground communication, nevertbe
lust large enough to go around the
"Walt, uncle. There's Jean. Walt.
In
is
It
said
that
the
northern
a
of
less,
In
minei
of
the
part
Friends
says
the
Province
of
publication
Uncle Jack I"
Meeting
Feet of Earth.
pastern and which can be buckled, with
New
of
Guinea
ure
there
butterflies
New York the Sume of six pounds
bureau, they indicate clearly that elee
n large ring on one side, makes a good
Now Bill, if we expect to get our
waves may be made tt seats before someone else does never so large that the natives hunt them hobble, nnd one that Is easily put on
per annum, to be paid out of my Planhow
arrow.
with
and
the
travel
over
They belong and taken off.
tation
through solid strata.
against Harlem In the same
sat In my own seat nt a circus yet,
POSSIBILITIES
to the species Troldes chlinaern and
GREAT
Heard Through Fifty Feet.
Suspenders and Carter
Province, by whomever shull enjoy SEE
Bill l"
SoM and
hv iMarlin
not
In the Bruceton experiments slg
same
on every twenty-fiftonly among the largest,
For Billy was tugging backward nt they nre
Millions wear them. Mo rubber. Lotsoi
oomrort ana easy slretcn Iron
mils were henrd distinctly througr his uncle's hand.
but among the rarest butterflies in NO MORE BLACKLEG VACCINE
day of the month called March, Yearly
Bronze Springs. Yesr's stinrsa"Walt for Jean.
w
the world. Some specimens measure
feet of coal strata, although tb( She's
and every Yenre, forever unto such
film rm
hurrying like everything. Her eleven nnd
nan nuepenaers,f0o,
Communication Between Rescuers and fifty
Dupporwrs,-itf
Inches across the Distribution of Virus Was Discontin
00EPt NO SUBSTITUTES!
fell off rapidly as the dls Aunt Caroline
ns shall be appointed
Persons
"
audibility
name
an
Bena
buckles
Miners Held as Hope
Entombed
ued July 1, but Frequent Retance was Increased. The absorptlot
wings.
by the General Meetings of Friends
slvlns dealer s name ir
At the name, Jack halted
ehsantthem.
to Lessen Horrors and Losses
The males, which are very shy, are
or loss of intensity with distance it and somewhere in the backabruptly,
quests Are Made.
(cnlled Quakers) In ye said Province,
lines suwfHoni n.. wit
of
bis
In Mine Disasters.
DfptH-MAdrian, Mich.
to be employed as they shull Judge on
very great for the short wave lcngthi mind an association of Ideas began to found only nt certain hours of the dny
and nt the tops of lofty
used In these tests. Longer wav( form. Jean Caroline's niece!
of blackleg vaccine by
Distribution
Truth's licet."
Yes,
trees. The natives sometimes the bureau of animal Industry, United
It Is especially Interesting to note,
Papa's Golf Stockings.
Washington. Radio communication lengths nre known to suffer less ah there they were, sure enough, although
in view of the high offices and InfluStates Department of Agriculture, a
Father, brilliant In striped goli
between rescuers on the surface and sorption and may possibly he found from Caroline's unconcern he felt sure shoot the butterflies with
them
ence wielded Inter on by his nephew, miners entombed in mines following practically effective under certain con she had not seen him. Fresh and cool arrows, and sometimes capture
practice which lias prevailed for many stockings, wus off for a day with the
in nets mode of spiders' webs. The years, was discontinued July 1, and family et the Van Courtland links. He
Lewis Morris II, In what low esteem fires and explosions Is a hope held out dltlons.
In green linen and wide hat. Lord
were taken to London public notice was given at the time.
was complacently
In this connection It Is Interesting
he was held by his uncle. Colonel .MorEight- how attractive she was and what a first specimens
by the United States bureau of mines
Ethel was fretful and nervto lessen the horrors and losses of to note tests conducted by the United darn shame lie couldn't follow his im not so long ago by Sleek, who had
Discontinuance was the result of an year-olris, fur the will continues:
spent more than twenty years In New Item in the agricultural appropriation ous. Several people in the subway
"Anil whereas 1 formerly Intended mine disasters. Preliminary tests con- States bureau of standards In drop pulse to rush wildly over. Yet
dignity Guinea hunting rare varieties of birds
lo have made my nephew, Lewis Moract for the year beginning July 1, cor were smiling. Suddenly Ethel
ducted by the bureau, with the co- ping wireless nntennae down deep, un demanded that he stick by his guns.
and Insects for American and Euro- 1922, which reads as follows: "Provid- piped, "Mamma, can't I have some new
ris
my whl. Executor, his operation of a great electrical manu used oil wells to underlying rock
Through the performance which fol
Washington Star.
pean collections.
ed further, That no part of this sum stockln's like papa. I wanna look like
many and Great Miscarriages and Dis- facturing concern, In an experimental strata, In order to send the wireless lowed, Jack was quite as conscious
obedience towards tue and my wife, mine lit Ilruceton, Pa., already have re impulses through the rock Instead ol Hint Caroline was
shall be used for the manufacture, a zebra, too."
sitting directly in
snd liis causeless Absenting himself sulted In a degree of success.
Language.
Monosyllable
through the air. The results, It Is he hack of him, three rows up, as If lie
preparation, or distribution of blackIn the monosyllabic languages the leg vaccine."
!rom my house and Adhering to and
While
these experiments so far lleved, may be the same as projecting had had eyes In the back of ills head,
Frequent requests foi SWAMP-ROO- T
FOR
the antennae upward into the all or as if Billy hadn't told him. He words are composed of simple mono- vaccine continue to reach the bureau
si rata.
syllabic roots isolated, and, as a rule. of animal Industry, however, anj apheld himself stiffly and refused to reThe desirability of substituting tin lax even at the utmost efforts of nenr- - Independent of one another. In this plicants necessarily are advised to
KIDNEY AILMENTS
form of luugunge, the root
wireless system of communication fot huniun monkeys or
from other sources.
the
vaccine
elementnry
clowns.
bouncing
the present telephone systems In us Why had Caroline come to the circus words correspond in their essence Since the blackleg vaccine is no longet
There is only one medicine that rall
In mines Is evident In
considering thai without bringing along at least one of with general conceptions only, and distributed by the bureau of animal In stands out
for
u rock fall or
are unrestricted by any notions ol dustry, live stock owners are advised curable ailments of the as a medicine and
explosion, by breaking her escorts?
kidneys, liver
mood,
time,
be
that
wire connections, cun put the entire
number,
cannot
for
it
gender,
person,
applications
oiaaaer.
ine afternoon seemed as long to
Dr. Kilmer's
t
stands the
system out of order.
granted, and they will avoid delay bj
Jnek as It was brief for Billy, but the or relationship.
lan- applying direct to commercial
conhighest for the reason that it has proven
The principal monosyllabic
moment finally arrived when the last
Present Phones Unsafe.
to be just the remedy needed in thousands
y
mv
9 I 'v
I
i '
The mine telephone has been per- chariot race hud been won, the span- guages ure the Chinese, Annamese, cerns or other sources.
of distressing
cases.
upon thousands
fected to such an extent that It Is giv- gled beauty had defied death and the Siamese, Burman and Tibetan. To
Swamp-Roo- t
makes friends quickly bein
be
added
the
Brit
these
may
Pegu
laws of gruvlty for the lust time, and
ing satisfaction in most mines wher
GOOD FOR PIGS cause its mild and immediate effect is
BUTTERMILK
soon realized in most cases. It is a genthe wiring Is well insulated, the bu- the greatest shon on enrth, in a blare ish Burma, and the Russia, confined
to a small district in the south of
tle, healing vegetable compound.
of trumpets, was over until evening.
reau of mines announcement continIt It Rich In Protein and Ath, the
Start treatment at once. Sold at all
ues. Very often the telephone cannot
Juck rose, determined not to glunce
Muscle and
drug stores in bottles of two sizes, medium
he depended upon on account of falls around, yet somehow or other, in the
and large.
Materials.
True Way to Make Discoveries.
of rock, grounding due to worn in
crowd
However, if you wish first to test this
Jamming the
see
to
refuse
what
de
'Never
you
sulation or extreme dampness. In oisles he managed to keep always in
send ten cents, to Dr.
Buttermilk is an excellent food for great preparation
A Co., Binghamtbn, S. x.,'
Kilmer
see
to
which
or
want
not
e
the event of a disaster it frequently sight a bit of green linen. Half-wamight go
swine, particularly growing pigs. It
bottle.
When
writing be sure and
against your own cherished hypoth Is rich In protein and ash, the muscle
happens that the mine telephone sys to the entrance one of those Inexplimention
this
Advertisement.
paper.
tem is put out of commission by the cable occurrences took place which esls or against the views of author! and
materials. Various
At 4
agency thut causes the disaster at the arise from very small beginnings. A ties. These are Just the clues to fol experiment
stations have demonPoint of View.
2
very time when It Is most nrgenllj mullled explosion from an automobile low up, as Is also and emphntlcntly sc strated that when properly suppleHe was a child of the rich and he
needed.
On this account the milling outside, the roar of n hungry Hon In the thing you have never seen or heard mented with
grain, from five to six was talking to a child of the poor In
Industry Is Interested in any kind of Its cage something alarmed the mob of before. The thing you cannot gel pounds of undiluted buttermilk has a Lincoln park, Chicago.
Is
a
for
the
of
at
one
the
can
pigeonhole
exits. Immediately the
finger point
be counted
telephone system that
"Say," said the child of the poor,
feeding value equul to one pound of
showing the way to discovery."
upon In an emergency. Many requests spirit of panic permeated the atmos"1 know a slick bike ride to take."
corn as a feed for growing pigs.
to
This
advice
scientists and other?
have been received by the bureau of phere. People who had been patient"Do you?" said the child of the
was glveu in a lecture by Sir Putrlck
mines to devise means of utilizing
ly waiting space to move, pressed for
rich. "Tell me where so I can bIc
Parasites.
Eliminating
ward. Common sense Indicated that Mnnson, the celebrated British nhvsl
wireless methods for tins purpose.
It Is a very common practice In one of the chauffeurs onto It."
The preliminary experiments con In a moment the place couldn't help clan who discovered that malaria il sheep countries for a farmer to
buy a
usted first In receiving signals from but empty Itself. Yet In that moment caused by mosquitoes.
Bock of ewes, keep them for two yean
Tho more money a man has In the
without the mine by means of a re how much could happen !
and then completely sell out for a year bank the more interest he takes In
reiver located Inside the mine, and,
Somehow, Jack got Billy on his
A Froperty Car.
or two. This plan helps to eliminate life.
second, both sending and receiving shoulder, elbowed a bit ahead, and
"You'll never make
mttmtsmswsmssmsmsmmmmmtttmmmmmmm
motor, sales parasites.
his
arm
about a figure in green man."
messages underground thrrugh the slipped
linen.
strata. It was found that with a re
"Keep tight hold of the youngHealthy Litters.
"Why not, sir?"
"You tried to sell that movie actor a
Healthy litters are usually raised In
reiving Instrument set nt a plnt 100 ster," he urged, and mnmiged to draw
feet underground, signals sent from the two of them out on to a row of flivver, Instead of showing him the colony houses.
This shows the memorial stone nt l:ethoniles, France, on the spot where station KDKA f the WeKtinghous
seats.
most expensive cars we carry."
ns
the armlstii
was signed on November 11, 1U1S, ending the World war. The Electric and
Purebred 8ires Important.
"There!
That's better!" lie said.
"Don't misjudge me, boss. He Jusl
Muii"fncturlng company
on
stone wbs dedicated
Armistice day, this year, by President Mlllerand of ut Kant Pittsburgh, eighteen mllee "Although the trouble's over, I Im- - wanted
will
"Blood
tell."
That's
why
on
four wheels t'
something
s8urted by Marshals JofTre, Foiii, Halg mid oilier notables.
Fwuioe,
sires are no Importunt.
rs CI
uwuy, could be heurd distinctly.
S'ne," Then be began to feel em drive over a cliff."
Write for Free
Cere Book Murine Co.
Is
twenty-four- .
to enter the
The agricultural
priesthood.
syndicate of the locality bus re
quested the favor of being god
father to the newcomer.
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WhatDoYonWant?

Tell Me Again

By Clrittopher G. Hsurd
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L
bm agaia VM I try
Teal rea UU ware in sets wanreeasl
Yes van mr trisce ia flary.
A Bfteca arUk t aUaa toagse.
Ax1 taa taaca af raar aaa4 irai
Taa (ad tkalraa Brail waa Jar
at I via mlf firl Ho, Jaw,
Aaa raa wera aatr a bar.

7

iKi

TaB bm, urn way fas teU a
Waea aar lava wu tat aaas ai aariafl
HaM bm. at yau waaU kail aaa
Wkta aar Ura wai a aacraal talaf I
Lai Ua ailrar tkat'i ia yaar kair, Ian,

la

tt, at it aadtt ba
Wkta 1 wat aa acw ta cartma
Ami raa wara a gfaat ta aial
Htra ay tbt finaida tttia.
Ki tlx aictorn b dim rra ay,
Swaat ba tka BtanflU flittiat,
AadcaiUraa.iartyaaaaallt
Far tbe lara al aar tic it ricbar,
Aii rat I waaU lad Ik Jay
01 tka bra tbat wu anly flrl't, attr.
Far bar ariaca, wba wat aajy a kay.
Henry Edward rVamtr, in tht Richmond
ThnttDiipatch.
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always a place to which
THERE Isflee
In time of need. That
may
place Is the Inside of our own heads
Provided, of course, that the Inside of
our own heads Is properly furnished
with Imagination and that the key Is
not rusted in the lock from long disuse.
If you are a little lonely on
Christmas eve, or a little unhappy,
or a little anything that tends to tarnish the glow of the season, why not
climb up to that place Inside your
head, rattle the lock, be quite firm
with the key no matter how stubborn
It is, then enter Into what Joy you
may summon by your thoughts?
Qlad wishes for friends are the
green wreaths we, may hang In the
windows of our Christmas room.
s
HnTraw for another year are the
we light on the table.
New plans are the fruit to deck the
board, and very likely there will be a
guest or so to share them.
Think of the Fire of Purpose you
may light on your hearth I
Think of the glow and warmth It
will cast over you I
Think of the castles and dreams you
crowded out of your heart because
you were too busy; the fine, adventurous ones; the funny ones you have
laughed over all to yourself; the shy
ones you woyld not reveal to a soul
at any price.' Call them all back and
see what a splendid set of Inspirations
they are. You'll feel like a new person.
And don't forget to put a present
on the Tree of Faith for yourself;
something you've wanted all your life.
If you can't have It this year, waiting
will make it more precious; and If you
can (oh, think of that I) you'll be all
the better prepared.
Do spend a little time In your Christ-mn- s
I
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room
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kindling's all out, and the bafle-moswept,
And
everything Is where it should
"Merry Christmas! Merry Christmas!
be
deep-tonkept
bell,
Clangs the heavy,
And all the world gives back the answer i (n lesson's he's most perfected,
Does other things least expected:
Christ Is born, and all Is welL"
That's my Son,
hundred years ago
On the run
OVER nineteen
For his dad,
town
ol
In
the little
lived
'Bout Christmas !
Nazareth a bumble carpenter and hla
a
wife, Mary.
t have never to look for coat or hat,
At this time the ruler of the Bomau Neither to wonder where'! this or thatl
empire, Augustus Caesar, required all My ties hang neatly on the rack,
linen's In the sack.
persons to pay taxes for the upkeep and my soiled
That's my Girl,
of the kingdom.
Joseph was a deShe's a pearl
scendant of King David. Although
For her dad,
'Bout Christmas I
he was living In Galilee, the law reJu-dea
quired him to go to Bethlehem in
bfy slippers I find beside my chair,
to pay his taxes.
Kind attentions for me there
When it was time to pay the trib- At times I feel "Almost a King,"
ute, Joseph took Mary with him on So petted o'er, and everything:
That's my Wife,
the Journey to Bethlehem. It was a
Bet your life,
tiresome Journey. They were very
"Dear Old Dad!"
'Bout Christmas!
weary when they reached the little
Woodward Pembertoo,
town.
Joseph went to the hotel to
get a room where they could rest. But
poor Joseph was disappointed, for so
many other people had come to the
little town that day the rooms were
all taken. No doubt Joseph and Mary
felt lonely and discouraged as night
came on. At last they went to a stable
to find a place to sleep. Here in a
manger the Savior of the World was
born.
This was a very lowly place Indeed
for the Prince of Peace to be born.
Mtrtha B.
Prophets had been foretelling his com, hy
ing for many years. People were exThomaj
a laai.vBTUN wrvm union
pecting him to come, but In some very
would
he
Some
thought
grand way.
S IT any wonder that the
make the kings leave their thrones
man with the tin whistle
and himself be the ruler.
But he
felt a trifle discouraged? Is
came as a sweet, dear little babe.
It any wonder when the
Now, you wonder how the people
pavements were so cold, the
heard of his birth, in those long, long
wind so keen and his coat
ago days when there were no teleso thin? It seemed, on tbat
or
you
telephones? Perhaps
graphs
shivery Christmas Eve, as
think so Important news as this would
if
everything was trying to
be announced publicly by the highest
as
life
make
dreary as possible, in
officials or the richest people In town
stead of as merry. It would not even
and a holiday declared.
snow. A fine, sharp drizzle swept In
But ntt so. The first news of his under the
bridge where the man with
birth was told to people engaged In the tin whistle
stood, and managed to
a very humble and lowly work.
get inside the tops of hlB boots and
MctHlnks u must have been a beauhis collar 'and up his coatsleeves; It
tiful warm night. Far out on the hills was very disappointing Indeed.
herdof old Judea the shepherds were
Holiday season was usually a Jolly
No doubt they were
ing their sheep.
one for pennies. Either people had a
talking together about th big crowd great deal more at that time, or they
In Bethlehem that evening.
Suddenly
were bent on getting rid of those they
there appeared in the sky a bright had. The man
with the tin whistle
light. The shepherds were afraid. An
kept a little cup that possessed a most
"Be
and
them
to
said,
angel spoke
remarkable appetite for coppers 1 It
not afraid ; I bring you good tidings of
could hold as many pennies at one
all
to
be
people."
great Joy which shall
gulp as a boy eating raisins out of a
Then he told them that Jesus had plum
pudding; and that's saying a
been born In Bethlehem; that they
deal! But today the little cup
great
would find him, a babe, wrapped in was almost
empty. Nobody had time
swaddling clothes lying in a manger to stop and dig around In pockets for
with his mother, Mary.
loose coins ; It was too cold, and their
Suddenly there appeared with the gloves bothered and they wanted to
host
of
other
singing,
a
angel
angels
get home, where their children were
"Glory to God In the highest and on waiting to clap their hands over the
men."
earth peace, good will to
packages from the stores. The man
After the angels were gone the shep. with the tin whistle wanted to get
herds talked over the wondrous news. home, too. He did not have any chil
dren waiting for him, and they would
Then they hurried away to Bethlehem
to see if it was true. Sure enough,
have had no bundles to squeal over If
there were Mary and Joseph and the he did, but there was a funny, raggedy
little babe, Jesus. They then went out dog that always expected something,
to tell others.
and danced around In a dizzy, delight
God also told the news of his gift ful way that was very cheerful. But
to the world by placing a new star how could the man with the tin whls
tie go home when his tunes brought
In the sky. The wise men saw It and
followed Its shining rays until they, him nothing but numb fingers and a
feeling In his feet as If they had
too, found the "Babe of Bethlehem."
These wise men worshiped him and turned to wood?
However, he screwed up his mouth
gave him gifts of gold, myrrh and
took a long breath, pretended that pen
frankincense.
Dies were making his little cup ring
This was the first Christmas.
like sleigh bells and played the gayest
little tune yon ever heard It laughed
Its way up the windy stairs Into the
CHRISTMAS IN THE AIR
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the boy passed the baker's
WHEN on
his way to school, he
used to look with longing upon the
display of pies and cakes and resolve
la his heart that If fortune should
ever bless him with means he would
have enough of a feast for once. But
when, In after years, he passed the
same old shop and looked upon the
new treasures of the old window, now
with a pocketful of money, he had
ceased to care for the goodies, and
went on, Jingling his useless coins.
What do we want now? Not what
we used to want. Not more pie, not
more candy, not more toys, not even
more money. The old ambitions have
been realized, the old goals have been
reached, we have the power of which
we dreamed, there doesn't seem to be
anything in sight worth running after,
we look out upon a splendid world
with a failing desire for it, we go on
by an acquired momentum rather than
with zest. Still, we are unsatisfied.
Yet we want something. What is it?
By MARY G. BONNER
What do we want? What could the
was keen and cold
THE air
Christmas time bring us of satisfacinvigorating. The snow
tion?
was falling gently. In every
How would yon like to recover that
house Christmas presents were
would
How
lost art of imagination?
I
being wrapped, cheery messages
a large investment in hope pay yon? ij and cards and letters were
be'
What would that strange power of
being sent. Almost forgotten
holding the reality and the loveliness
friends were thought of and re- of a spiritual world, that mysterious
membered by a card, a wish,
power that some have, mean to you?
a small gift.
If you could be a child again, Just for
For Christmas was In the air I
Christmas Eve, perhaps, you would see
U28, Western Newspaper Union.)
the meaning of the stars that ride so
of
billows
space.
gloriously upon the
You might feel called up and out by
the supreme and satisfying Joy that
Christmas signifies.
After all, we may have gained the
world and lost faith, an immeasurable
loss. Only he who keeps his chlldllke-nes- s
not his childishness knows the
eternal worth of time, the satisfaction of that everlasting love that faith
grasps.
Whnt a Christmas gift that would
be ! Was not the old colored preacher
rlo-hwhen he sang. "All I want, all I
want; all I want Is a little more faith
In Jesus"?
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tin whistle almost forgot how cold his
feet were and that the rain bad succeeded In making his stockings very
wet and wretched. It really must have
been the tune, for everybody had a
coin and a 'bit of greeting. So he
played and played and played. He
thought his luck would change If he
changed the tune, and he very nearly
blew the breath out of him, keeping
the notes dancing about in that dismal
place. Ravellngs and he were going to
have the finest supper in all Christendom, if whistling could do it.
Some people threw In pennies, and
some threw In dimes, and an occasional one dropped a quarter; but the best
surprise of all came at the last (which
Is the way It should be, especially on
Christmas Eve).
The man with the tin whistle was
Just about to take It away from his
mouth and start home when a little,
old lady, with white hair, stopped In
front of him. Her eyes twinkled like
frosty stars and there was something
about her that made one think of a
chickadee. Perhaps it was her bright,
quick eyes, or maybe the way she put
her head on one side and looked so exceedingly wise and happy. The man
with the tin whistle thought she was
the nicest old lady he had ever seen.
And this was before she had said a
word.
"Somebody," chirped the old lady
(her voice was like a chickadee's, too,
only it did not say what a chickadee
does), "Somebody who went through
here last year about this time has sent
you a present. That somebody was
very discouraged over a lot of things.
And the day was discouraging, too, Just
like this. But you were playing away
here for all you were worth, Just as if
the sun were shining and your feet
were warm as toast. The tune was the
same one you are tootling now. And
that somebody decided that if you
could stand and whistle a Jolly air in
all the cold and wet and drizzle, that
It was time to make himself brace up
and do something. And he did." The
old lady twinkled harder than ever.
The man with the tin whistle wondered
what in the world she was going to
say next. But she did not say anything for a minute. She whipped out
a pocketbook, snapped open the top,
took out a small, folded piece of paper and handed it to the man with the
tin whistle. Then she snapped her
pocketbook together, put It in her bag,
perked her head on one side and
chirped, "Merry Christmas! The man
was my son." And she was gone before
!
you could say Jack Robinson
a suphad
master
his
Ravellngs and
per worth talking about that night, I

m

a,

I

can tell you! For what do you suppose that folded bit of paper was? A
bill I Yes, sir I
new, rattling
And Ravellngs will remember that particular Christmas Eve as long as he
can wag his tall or gnaw a bone. And
the man with the tin whistle declared
he would never get discouraged again,
no matter how dreadful the weather
was. Ravellngs approved of this determination and ate another chop at
once.
And the man with the tin whistle
still plays tunes all the way from a
penny up to ten dollars !
ten-doll-

Hermit Cookies.
One and
cupfuls sugar, 8
eggs, 1 cupful of butter or shortening,
3 cupfuls flour, 1 teaspoonful baking
powder, 1 teaspoonful salt, 1 teaspoonful cinnamon, 1 teaspoonful allspice,
1 teaspoonful cloves, 1 teaspoonful
teaspoonful soda, lft cupnutmeg,
rfi
raisins.
fuls
X
Add sugar and eggs to melted butfB
ter. Beat well. Sift flour, baking
ffl
powder, salff spices and soda together
j
j
Add to butter mixture and mix well.
j
Add plumped raisins. Drop by teaj
on greased pan and bake in
spoon
2
cold
station; It chuckled along the
moderate oven until brown, about 20
J
stones on the gray wall; It capered to 25 minutes. This makes about 86
jft
about the pavement like an elf doing cookies.
Jjj
a polka and was altogether the merrifl!
est piece of business in that particular
Jj spot that had happened for years. The
man with the tin whistle was thinking
about Ravellngs, his dog at home, and
I'm convinced it put something into
his tune that was Irresistible. For let
me tell you! In two minutes who
should come running down the steps
In front of him but a young lady with
the pinkest cheeks and the laughlng-es- t
eyes he had ever seen. She was
smiling at him as though she bad
known him all her life.
"I love that tune!" she said. "It always make me want to skip my feet
You can't think how nice it Is to hear
It this miserable night Thank you I"
And the little cup had the surprising
mouthful of a quarter.
"
"There's supper for me and
thought the man with the tin
whistle, as he tipped bis hat.
And before he could decide whether
it would be hot dogs or soup, somebody else was smiling at him. This
time it was a quiet man with gray
hair.
"I always look for you when I come
down the stairs," said the man, "and I
like to hear those rollicking little
tunes you play. It cheers a man up
after a long day's work. Merry
Christmas I" And, If you'll believe me,
the quiet man with the gray hair
'
1 1
tossed In half a dollar! The little tin
cup rattled Importantly and gave every
Indication of being ready for anything
one-ha- lf
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Raisin Pie.
f
cupful sugar, 2 cupfuls
seeded raisins, 1 cupfuls boiling wa-tteaspoonful salt, 1 teaspoonful
grated orange rind, 8 tablespoonfuls
orange Juice, 2 tablespoonfuls lemon
Juice, 1 tablespoonful grated lemon
rind, 2 tablespoonful cornstarch,
cupful walnuts.
Cook raisins In boiling water for
five minutes; pour Into sugar and
cornstarch which have been mixed,
nni thick, shout five minutes.
Remove from fire and aidd other in
gredients. Bake between two crusts.
Walnuta may be omitted if desired.
One-hal-

Lotion for the Skin.
The finest lotion for preventing
rough, red hands and chapped lips In
winter is equal parts of glycerin, bay
rum and arnica.
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On went the frolicking melody. On
came the pennies. The man with the
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Knew He Would Come
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TKe

First

CKristmas
By

'Eleanor E.

,

was assembled be
them what she
and elves.
They
away, they were so eay?
for the morrow."
"Do you suppose they wen
excited than we were when we got
ready to come here?" piped up little
Souzette. "I don't think they could'
be."
Mrs. Martin smiled at her and gav
her a kiss. Brushing a tear from her1
eyes and steadying her voice she went

on:

"The morrow came, even though
many of the little folk thought It
lU.
never would come. They were all
T WAS the Martins' pleas- there early, waiting, dressed In their
ure every year at Christ grandest clothes. At the time set
mas time to go to some the queen came. She led ttoem to
orphans' home and bring
back two or three little
children to spend the holidays with them.
This year their choice
had been two girls and a
boy. Jean and Robert, brother and
sister, and Souzette, a little, bright-eyewinsome girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin (Daddle and
Mother, they had asked the children
to call them) and the three kiddles
were busy trimming the tree.
"My, what beautiful ornaments," exclaimed Souzette.
"What bully lights, you mean," corrected Robert, who was all eyes for
electrical things.
"Well, I like the tree best," put In
Jean. "It's wonderful. Did you have
"Well, a Long Time Aflo
a tree when you were little, mother?"
child
rather shyly.
queried the
large opening In the forest, and tnen
"Yes, I had one every year, and I the fairies and forest folk stopped
still have my tree, you see."
In amazement. They had never Been
"'Pears like they've always had anything like this sight before."
them doesn't It?" said Robert.
"What what was it?" the children
"They have had them for long, long chorused.
years. Haven't you ever heard about
"dee I almost dropped that great
the first Christmas tree?"
ornament," said Robert excitedly.
big
Robert.
forth
burst
"They
"No,"
"It was a great, huge pine tree,
don't have time to tell us anything at
decorated with little packages. These
little parcels were wrapped in paper
which looked like a spider's webb so
fine, silky and delicate was it. Then
these were suspended from the tree)
by a string which shone In the afternoon sunlight like raindrops.
"Little stars had given their services for the surprise and they
twinkled from among all the branches.
It was too much for the little subjects and they sat down about the
tree where they were to admire it
"Then some of the fairies began taking the packages off and giving one to
each member. There was honey for
Mister Bear, cheese fof Mister Mouse,
corn for Mister Rat, berries and seeds
for the birds. Just everything that
they had wanted. It was a great suc"What Beautiful Ornaments."
cess.
"You know Santa grew up with these
the home, but get up and go to bed."
and "
fairies,
was
there
a
time
ago,
long
"Well,
"No, I didn't know it," broke In
a huge forest where the fairies and
elves all lived. They had a fairy Jean and her eyes grew the size of
saucers.
queen who was always planning sur"So," continued Mrs. Martin, "when
prises for them. One day she called
a few of her favorites around her Santa began making toys for children
and gave them some orders. "Now be he thought of this idea of the plna
sure and don't tell anyone," she said, trees, and he took a tree for each child
and oil they went laughing and and hung their presents on it.
"By and by, though, his load grew
whispering to each other.
"Days passed, weeks passed, and to such a size that he found it was Imthen months, but still these little possible to carry so many trees."
fairies were busy as bees, working
"Yes," said practical Robert, "they
at some big secret, from morning till took up too much room, and he wanted
to make toys."
night."
"I'll bet you couldn't keep a secret
Mrs. Martin nodded.
that long, Jean. You'd go on' tell
"So the mothers and fathers agreed
Souzette. You always do," put in to get the trees and trim them for
Robert
him, which helped him a great deal.'
"Finally the fairy queen sent out
"That's how they thought of these
her heralds and called all her sub- ornaments, then," said Souzette.
'This,
were
When
her.
about
they
jects
the last one to put on, too."
assembled she sold : 'Tomorrow, come
"Come on ; let's
to bed quick now,
to this place at the same time. Put so Santa will get
come,"
suggested
come
and
clothes
on your finest
happy
Robert.
as a lark, for I have a great surprise
"And they've been helping Santa
for you.'"
"Then the fairy queen sent out her all these years," said Jean dreamily.
"Ever since," replied Mrs. Martin,
heralds again, and this time had all
the forest folk sent to her. When "Now let's see who will be In bed
tvery bird and animal In the forest first"
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THE RESERVE ADVOCATE
J. E. BHEIN
Entered as

EDITOR AND GENERAL MANAGER.

second-clas-

s

e
matter at the
under set of Congrss of March

at Reserve, New Mexico,

post-offic-

2,

1879.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
One

Tear

In Advance.

.$2.00
Rev. R. A, Crawford and son Chester left Monday for Reserve, returning Tuesday evening.

MAGDALENA

Col. Chas. P. O'Connor left Monday
J. K. Candler, of Falrvlew, was here for
Albuquerque where he is looking
this week.
after business interests.

Jack

Allen was here from Reserve

Santa Claus has been here. He
visited the home of Dr. and Mrs. R. A.
Thomas and installed a radio set for
Leslie Ake was here from the Gila Arthur.
a few days this week,
F. D. Shelton, who has been on the
Mike Bass spent several days In Las
sick list, is out again and Is doing the
to
Cruces attending
business.
finishing work on the new Methodist
this week.

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO

Miss Dorothy Craig has returned
The Rev. Edward S. Doan, of Las
Cruces, conducted services at St. from Las Cruces, where she is attendMary's Episcopal church on Tuesday ing school at Loretta Academy, to
spend the Christmas vacation with her
evening.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. M. Craig.
Mrs. John Bowman and
little
daughter, of Albuquerque, have ar- IN THE PROBATE COURT OF THE
COUNTY OF CATRON, 8TATE OF
rived In Magdalena to spend
the
NEW MEXICO.
holidays with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. L. C. Otto.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Mahalah Graham, deceased.
C.
Mrs.
H. Woolgar and daughter
NOTICE.
Notice Is hereby given that the unMrs. Calvin
Mrs.
Robin,
Duncan,
Fred Hammond and daughter Luclle, dersigned was on the 7th day of September, A. D. 1922 appointed executor
Mrs. R. A, Thomas and son Arthur of the estate of Mahlah
Ann Graham,
visited the Martin ranch last week.
deceased,
by Hon. Florenclo Jiron,
Probate Judge of Catron County, New
Little Miss Mildred Poer, niece of Mexico.
Therefore all persons having claims
Mrs. Snodgrass, who has been living
against said estate are hereby notified
with her aunt since June, will leave to present the same in the manner prosoon for Amarillo Texas, where she vided by law, within one year from
date of said appointment or the same
will make her home with her father.
will be barred.
ABB ALEXANDER,
Oscar Dickens, of the TUT ranch,
Executor.
after spending a few days with his
NOTICE
FOR
PUBLICATION
mother, Mrs. Ed Dickens, is leaving
for Albuquerque, where he will spend Department of the Interior, U S. Land
Office
at Las Cruces, New Mexico,
Christmas with his sisters and broth- -

December 1, 1922.
Notice is hereby given that David
Church.
Jiron, of Reserve, New Mexico, who,
Regnald Allred, of Reserve, spent
Rev, and Mrs. R. A. Crawford are on December 30, 1921, made homestead
several days here this week.
SW4 Sec.
Captain and Mrs. Strutz, of Augus- enjoying a visit from their son, entry No. 023172, for S
24; SH SH, NE
NWVt,
SW&, SE
tine, are spending a few days in town. Chester, who is a student in the UniR. W. Lewis, of Socorro,
was
Section 23, Township 1 S., Range 18
versity at Dallas. He arrived Mon W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
business visitor on Wednesday.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Noah, a day and will spend the holidays with of Intention to make final three year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
State Land Commissioner Nels son at the Knoblock Apartments. Mr. his parents.
above described, before T C. Turk,
Field spent several days In Magdale-n- a Noah is a teacher of the Horse
United States Commissioner, at Re
is serve, New Mexico, on the 20th
Ranger Ketcham, of Rosedale,
this week.
Springs School.
day of
In
week.
visiting
Magdalena this
January, 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Florentlno Jiron, Fidel M. Aragon,
Paul E. Linn, state salesman for
the Sinclair Oil Corporation, visited Julian Jiron and Bensilado Aragon all
of Quemado, New Mexico.
Magdalena and vicinity this week.
v
Nemecla Ascarate,

The

Socorro State
1

Bank
Socorro, N. M.

Register.
Water has been secured at the new
Ranger Station site in Monica Canyon
at a depth of 28 feet.
Forest Examiner Anderson returned Saturday from a trip to Silver City
and Albuquerque, where he had been
In conference with Forest Officers on
range appraisal work.

NOTICE

OF MASTER'S SALE.

Mrs. D. H. Suites underwent
an
operation at the Magdalena hospital tain mortgage executed and delivered
this morning.
by the defendants to the plaintiff, and
in which action t!ie plaintiff obtained
Rangers Garst and Ares were call- judgment against thj defendants,
ers at the Local Forest Office this which remains unpaid, in the sum of
Twenty-eigthousand three hundred
week.
nineteen dollars and seventy-eigcents (28,319.78), together with inter
L. N. Taylor returned from Albu- est at ten
percent per annum on said
has
he
where
querque Monday,
spent sum from the date of said judgment
until
and
all costs of suit and for
paid,
several days attending to business.
th-mortgage J
He left again this morning for Albu- foreclosure and sale of
premises hereinafter described;
querque.
Notice is hereby given that I, Lean
dro Baca, Special Master heretofore
Frank M. Olllman returned to Mag- appointed by the Court herein, will on
dalena, Monday, from Los Angeles, the 28th day of December, 1922, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon of said day, at
after being away about six months.
the front door of the Court House, In
Reserve, Catron County, New Mexico,
There will be a big meeting in Al sell at publio auction
to the highest
of
Democratic of bidder for cash the following descrlb
buquerque tonight
ed real estate, situate, lying and being
t.
in said County and State,
AH the following
described lots,
D. B. Baca, of Quemado, was a busi
tracts, and parcels of land and real
ness visitor Wednesday.
estate, situated, lying and being In the
County of Catron and State of New
L. H. Seal left Thursady to spend Mexico, and bounded and described as
the holidays with relatives at Beaver, follows,
Ett of NW4 and E'4 of SW and
Oklahoma.
Lots 2, 8, and 4, Sec. 19; E of NWtt
and W of SE& of Sec. 80; W
of
Dewey Dlsmukes is leaving for Am NEtf and NV4 of SE
of Sec. 81
of
and SEhi of SW
arlllo, Texas, where he will spend the WW of SW
Sec. 32, all in T. IS. R. 16 W.
holidays with friends.
EV4 of NW, NE
N
of
of SEyt and SEof BEM, of Sec. 5;
Mr. Talmadge, of Socorro,
spent SWA of SW4 of Sec. 4; W
of
several days here looking after busi NWtf, SE& of NWK, NEK of SW'i
and SEK of Sec. 9;
ness interests.
30;
SWy4 of SWK of Section
of Sec. IS; E
of SEy4, NWK
Geo. O. Owsley is leaving to spend SW
of
of
N
and SW
of SW
the holidays in El Paso with his fam NWSE54,
of Sec. 14; S
of NE&, NW54
the winter of NEy4, and NE4 of NW of Sec.
lly, who are spending
there.
15; W& of NW, WV4 of SW, and
NE
of NW&, of Sec. 21; EM of
Hoy Bonnett will return home Sa NWU, SW4 of NE14 and WV4 of
of SEtf, WH
SEK, of Sec. 24; NW
turday, after spending the past six of NEK, E
and SW!4 of
of SW
to spend SW4 Sec. 25; SW
in Albuquerque,
weeks
of NEW, and
SEK of SEX of Sec. 26; S of SW
Christmas with his family.
of Sec. 32; SE
of BEU. of Sec. 83;
of Sec. 84; EV4 of
SW4 of SW
Frank Jones is enjoying a visit NEW of Sec. 35; all in T. 2, S. R.
from his sister who is
here from 16 W.
S
of NW
of
of Sec. 2; NE
Amarillo.
SE
and Lot 4 of Sec. 3; Lot 1 of
Sec. 4; WV4 of NWi4 of Sec. 5, all in
Winifred Hughes from the Hughes T. 3, S. R. 16 "W.
of SE& of
SEW of NEtf and E
Saw Mill, is spending several days In
Sec. 32; SWyt of NWV4 of Sec. 33. all
town.
ht
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RESOURCES

OYER

$500,000.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
MAGDALENA,

NEW MEXICO

5 PER CENT PAID
ON TIME DEPOSITS
The Largest Financial Institution in Socorro County

in T.

YOUR PATRONAGE SOLICITED
Mrs. Roy

Reserve Mercantile Co.
Hamilton Brown Shoes

New Stock Ladies Oxfords
Endicott-Johnso-

n

shoes

Silk and wool hose
Outing flannels
Sweaters

Winter clothing

i

Creamery butter
Fresh cheese
Honeydew mellons
and

Other perishable goods

MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION

S. R. 17 W.
of NEVi of Sec. 6, in T. 8 S.
Joplln and son and two R. 17 W.
That the total amount due the
and Fern Thurman, are
at the date of sale, exclusive
plaintiff
Albuquerque, where they of the cost of sale and interest from
Christmas vacation with date of judgment, will be twenty-eig- ht
thousand three hundred nineteen dolMrs. Oscar Becker,
lars and seventy-eigh- t
cents,
2,

E

sisters, Fay
leaving for
will spend
their sister,

and
LEANDRO BACA,
passed through Mag
Special Master,
Dec. 2, 1922.
First
Publication
to
their
dalena, Tuesday, enroute
1922.
home in California after spending a Last Publication Dec. 23,
will
Datll.
re
at
year
They say they
NOTICE
turn to Datll again next summer.
STALEY 8YSTEM OF ELECTRI
FIED RAILWAY, hereby gives notice
Miss Florence Dlsmukes is enjoy
that on the 25th day of September,
ing a visit from her mother, Mrs.
1922, It filed with the Interstate Com
Williams of Amarillo Texas. She ar merce Commission
at wasnington,
rived In Magdalena Tuesday and will D. C, its application for a certificate
remain during the holiday season, that the present and future public
convenience and necessity requlre.or
Miss Florence met her in Socorro.
will, require the construction or extension of its lines of ral'road, the
Morris Bloom, of Reserve, was a route and termini of the proposed new
line being as follows;
Magdalena visitor the past week.
o
Beginning at some point on the
FREE 8EED.
boundary line between the state of
Arizona and the Republic of Mexico,
My Dear Mr, Editor:
The Department of Agriculture has In Pima County, at a point most 1
for extending the line of
allotted to me for distribution in New
to the Gulf of Ca'lfornio, and ex
Mexico early next spring a generous tending thence in a north and easterly
supply of vegetable and flower seeds, direction, crossing the main line of
Railroad between the
and I will be glad to honor all requests the So. Pacific
and
stations of Tuscon, Arizona,
so far as my quota will permit.
If Maricopa,
Arizona, and extending
the
San
you give this publicity the courtesy thence easterly
crossing
Pedro River, at a point near the
will be appreciated.
mouth of Arlvalpa River, and extendVery sincerely yours,
ing thence easterly and crossing the
A. A. JONES,
'Arizona Eastern Railroad near the
Mrs. Agnes
two daughters

Co., Colorado.
Also a line of railroad running; from
the point on this main line In San
Juan County, N. Mex. up along tne
LaPIata River to Durango, Colo., also
a line of railroad extending from a
point on first described line of railroad In Pima County, Arizona, to
Yuma, Arizona; also a branch line of
railroad from a point on said line of
railroad, being about 40 miles west of
where said line of railroad crosses the
San Pedro River in Pinal Co., Arizona,
and
passing near Florence, Arizona,
extending to Pheonix, Arizona, also
a branch line of railroad extending
from near said point 40 miles west of
San Pedro River in Pinal Co., Arizona,
and extending southerly to Tuscon,
Arizona, also a branch line of railroad
ending fro' a near wherj said line
crosses the San Pedro River in Pinal
Co., Arizona In a northerly direction
to Winltleman, Arizona; also a branch
ine of railroad extending from a point
where said line of railroad crossing the San Pedro River in Pinal Co.,
Arizona, southerly along said San
Pedro River, to Benson, Arizona
STALEY SYSTEM OF
ELECTRIFIED RAILWAY

In pursuance of a judgment and de
cree of foreclosure and dale, rendered
in the District Court of the Seventh
Judicial District of the State of New
Mexico, within and for the county of
Catron, on the 15th day of September,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
;
1922, in a certain cause therein pending wherein E. Rosenwall & Son Is
IT.
S.
Land
plaintiff, and J. B. Chuders and Mir Department of the Interior,
Office at Las Cruces, N. M, Novemlam Chllders are defendants, said
1922.
17,
ber
action being a suit to foreclose a cer

)

The Bank of Personal Service

station of Safford, Arizona, and
and northeasterly
thence easterly
along the Gila River, to the mouth of
the San Francisco River in Arizona
San
and thence up along the
Francisco River,
passing through
Clifton Arizona to the mouth of the
Blue River, and thence northerly
along the Blue River crossing the
Arizona New Mexico State line near
where said Blue River crosses said
State line, and extending thence
northeasterly through New Mexico,
and crossong the main line of the At
chison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway,
in Valencia County, New Mexico, between the stations of Grants, N. Mex.
and Bluewater, New Mexico, .and
thence in a northerly and westerly
direction passing near Farmington,
N. M. the Ship Rock Indian Agency,
New Mex., and thence northwesterly
crossing the New Mexico Colorado
State line at a point about 12 miles
east of the northwest corner of the
State of New Mexico, and thence in a
northwesterly direction for a distance
of about 50 miles to a point on the
Colorado-Uta- h
State line in Dolores

Morley-Clevela-

0-

d

Notice is hereby given that Roy L,
of Greens Gap, N, M.,. who on
June 16, 1919, made Homeoteat Entry
No. 017279, for all of Sections!' Town
ship 8 S Range 13 W., N. M. ? Merl
dlan has filed notice of intention to
make final three year proof, to estab
lish claim to the land above described,
before the United States Commissionr,
at Quemado, N. M. on the 9th day of
January, 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Sid Mathers, Letltia Mathers, A. E.
Norton and L. B. Moore, all of Greens
Gap, New Mexico.
Nemecla Ascarate,
Register.
Owen,

NOTICE

YOUR

PROTECTION

YOU NQT ONLY PROTECT YOUR

savings, but you get paid for doing so when you have

a savings account at this bank.
Money

that's idle means money wasted.

your savins to work and watch the

i""

watch both the pricipal and interest
lieve you of all

SAFETY

"

Put

vow. We

it

the banking worries.

HONESTY

COURTESY

SERVICE

THE
RESERVE STATE BANK
H

When in Need
Of anything

in the line of

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, XT. S. Land
Office at Las Cruces, N. M. November 17, 1922.
Notice Is hereby given that Letltia
Mathers, of Greens Gap, N .M. who on
March 20, 1918, made Original home
stead Entry No. 017818, for the NEK
Section 33; and on April 12, 1921,
made additional homestead Entry, No.
017819, for
NW, Section 83,
Township 2 S., Range 18 W., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
to make final three year proof, to es
tablish claim to the land abovs described, before the United States Commissioner, at Quemado, N. M. on the
9th day of January, 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Sid Mathers, R. L. Owens, A. E,
Norton and L. B. Moore, all of Greens
Gap, New Mexico.
Nemecla Ascarate,
Register.

General Merchandise
GIVE US A TRIAL

S;

List

A

No.1

RESTORATION TO ENTRY OF
LANDS IN NATIONAL FOREST
Notice is hereby given that the
lands described below, embracing
635.84 acres, within the Datll National
Forest, New Mexico, will be subject to
settlement and entry under the pro
visions of the homestead always of the
United States and the act of June 11,
1906 (34 Stat., 233), at the
United
States land office at Las Cruces, New
Mexico, on March 20, 1923, by any
qualified person except that for a
period of 90 days prior to said date,
the land will be subject to a prefer
men of the
ence right of
war with Germany. Such
to
in
of
order
avail
themselves
men,
their preference rights, must file their
applications on or after November
29, 1922, but prior to March 20, 1923.
All such applications filed on or after
November 29, 1922, but prior to De
cember IV, ivzi will be treated as
simultaneously filed at I a. m. on
December 20, 1922. All such appli
cations filed on or after December
20, 1922, but prior to March 20, 1923,
will be treated In the order in which
filed. Applications may be filed by
the general public within 20 days
and
20,
1923,
prior to - March
as
simultanewill be treated
ously filed at 9 a. m. on March 20,
1923.
SVi Lot 1, Lot 2, NW
Lot2,
Eft Lot 3, W NE SW54, NV4 SEK
SW14, SEK SEK SWK, WK SWK
SEK, Sec. 21, T. 8 S., R. 21 W., N.
M. P. M., containing 158.36 acres. Lot
8, 4, SK NEK
SWK, SEK SWK,
Sec. 16 NK Lot 1, Sec. 21, T. 8 S., R.
21 W., N. M. P. M., containing 157.48
acres. SH NEK NEK, NWK NWK
NE4, SK NWK NEK, SK NEK, EH
NEK NWK. EK WH NEK NWK
Sec. 16, T. 8 S., R. 21 W., N.
M. P. M
containing 160.00 acres.
SWK NWK, SWK SEK NWK. NK
NWK SWK. SEK NWK SWK NEK
SWK, NEK SEK SWK. SWK NWK
SEK, NK SWK SEK Sec. 16, T. S S.,
R. 21 W., N. M. P. M., containing
160.00 acres.
The total area "of the
tracts is 635.84 acres. Listed without
applicant. The above lands comprise
four separate tracts and should be
restored to entry as individual units
and entry allowed only as such. List
September 23, 1922, (Signed)
Geo. R. Wlckham, Assistant Commissioner of the General Land Office,

T.l.Tra,Keserve,J.M.
MAGDALENA MERCANTILE
-:-

COMPANY

-

The Cash Store
f'

GROCERIES, DRY GOODS, BOOTS AND SHOES,
HARDWARE, TINWARE, FARM IMPLEMENTS

MEAT MARKET
GASOLINE FILLING STATION

Mail Orders Solicited and Promptly Filled

NEW MEXICO

MAGDALENA,

The Reserve Garage
General Repairing--

,

Oxy-Acetyle- ne

Lathe Work
Welding'

Gas, Oils, Accessories and Supplies
Compare our prices with others
EVERY JOB GUARANTEED

Phone No.

3.

A. G. HILL, Manager

